
INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Topic Objective:

 At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Application security

 Learn about Mobile Application Security

 Learn about Security testing for applications

 Understand Popular Security Tools

 Understand A vulnerability scanner

 UnderstandNetwork reconnaissance

Definition/Overview:

Security Testing: The Process to determine that an IS (Information System) protects data

and maintains functionality as intended. The six basic security concepts that need to be

covered by security testing are: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorization,

availability and non-repudiation.

Key Points:

1. Application security

Application security encompasses measures taken throughout the application's life-cycle to

prevent exceptions in the security policy of an application or the underlying system

(vulnerabilities) through flaws in the design, development, deployment, upgradation, or

maintenance of the application. Applications only control the use of resources granted to

them, and not whichresources are granted to them. They, in turn, determine the use of these

resources by users of the application through application security.

2. Mobile Application Security

The proportion of mobile devices providing open platform functionality is expected to

continue to increase as time move on. The openness of these platforms offers significant

opportunities to all parts of the mobile eco-system by delivering the ability for flexible

programs and service delivery options that may be installed, removed or refreshed multiple

times in line with the users needs and requirements. However, with openness comes

responsibility and unrestricted access to mobile resources and APIs by applications of
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unknown or untrusted origin could result in damage to the user, the device, the network or all

of these, if not managed by suitable security architectures and network precautions. Mobile

Application Security is provided in some form on most open OS mobile devices (Symbian

OS , Microsoft, BREW, etc.). Industry groups have also created recommendations including

the GSM Association and Open Mobile Terminal Platform (OMTP).

3. Security testing for applications

Security testing techniques scour for vulnerabilities or security holes in applications. These

vulnerabilities leave applications open to exploitation. Ideally, security testing is

implemented throughout the entire software development life cycle (SDLC) so that

vulnerabilities may be addressed in a timely and thorough manner. Unfortunately, testing is

often conducted as an afterthought at the end of the development cycle. Vulnerability

scanners, and more specifically web application scanners, otherwise known as penetration

testing tools (i.e. ethical hacking tools) have been historically used by security organizations

within corporations and security consultants to automate the security testing of http

request/responses; however, this is not a substitute for the need for actual source code review.

Physical code reviews of an application's source code can be accomplished manually or in an

automated fashion. Given the common size of individual programs (often 500K Lines of

Code or more), the human brain can not execute a comprehensive data flow analysis needed

in order to completely check all circuitous paths of an application program to find

vulnerability points. The human brain is suited more for filtering, interrupting and reporting

the outputs of automated source code analysis tools available commercially versus trying to

trace every possible path through a compiled code base to find the root cause level

vulnerabilities. The two types of automated tools associated with application vulnerability

detection (application vulnerability scanners) are Penetration Testing Tools (otherwise known

as Black Box Testing Tools) and Source Code Analysis Tools (otherwise known as White

Box Testing Tools). Tools in the Black Box Testing arena include HP Quality Center

(through the acquisition of SPI Dynamics ), Nikto (open source).

Banking and large E-Commerce corporations have been the very early adopter customer

profile for these types of tools. It is commonly held within these firms that both Black Box

testing and White Box testing tools are needed in the pursuit of application security.

Typically sited, Black Box testing (meaning Penetration Testing tools) are ethical hacking

tools used to attack the application surface to expose vulnerabilities suspended within the

source code hierarchy. Penetration testing tools are executed on the already deployed

application. White Box testing (meaning Source Code Analysis tools) are used by either the
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application security groups or application development groups. Typically introduced into a

company through the application security organization, the White Box tools complement the

Black Box testing tools in that they give specific visibility into the specific root

vulnerabilities within the source code in advance of the source code being deployed.

Vulnerabilities identified with White Box testing and Black Box testing are typically in

accordance with the OWASP taxonomy for software coding errors. White Box testing

vendors have recently introduced dynamic versions of their source code analysis methods;

which operates on deployed applications. Given that the White Box testing tools have

dynamic versions similar to the Black Box testing tools, both tools can be correlated in the

same software error detection paradigm ensuring full application protection to the client

company.

4. Popular Security Tools

4.1 Alybadix

Alybadix is one of the oldest software programs for chess problems. It is one of the

fastest chess programs, written by Ilkka Blom. It is proprietary software, written for

DOS with a free, independent Windows interface. Alybadix supports solving classical

problems: direct mates, helpmates, selfmates, many fairy pieces, and fairy piece

conditions. It comes with a large problem collection. It also supports quality printing.

4.2 Chloe and Winchloe

Chloe (DOS) and Winchloe (proprietary software) are excellent and extremely fast

solving programs written by Christian Poisson. Winchloe not only supports classical

problems: direct mates, helpmates and selfmates but also many fairy pieces and

conditions with different size chessboards (up to 250x250). It comes with a large

problem collection (more than 250,000) that can be updated via internet.

4.3 Explorer

Explorer (for DOS) or the Windows version called Chess Explorer is a shareware

program written by Jan Nowakowski. It solves mate, selfmate or helpmate problems.

It has the interesting option of creating mate in 2 or mate in 3 problems. It can also

solve the 8 queen and similar problems.
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4.4 MateMaster

MateMaster is Windows free software ware written by Frank Schindler. MateMaster

solves conventional mate problems. The board position can be copied and saved as a

bitmap graphic.

4.5 MatPlus Librarian (MPL)

MatPlus Librarian is written by Yugoslav problem grandmaster Milan Velimirovi?. It

is a kind of shareware (not a freeware program, though it can be used unregistered

without any restriction). MatPlus Librarian is able to enter the chess position, solving

with its own module or other programs (Alybadix, Popeye, Chloe), it has a powerful

database module with dynamic creation of indexes of themes, authors or sources etc.

It is possible to import and problems from chess problem bases such as Problemiste,

export position to Windows Bitmap, export to HTML format for Web pages design;

print out in various formats with selectable layout and size of diagram and font.

4.6 Natch and iNatch

Both are freeware written by Pascal Wassong for DOS/Linux. Natch solves retrograde

analysis problems by constructing "proof games" - the shortest possible game leading

to a certain position. Natch is a command line utility, but there is a Java based

graphical interface iNatch which also provide playing moves with fairy conditions:

monochrome chess, Einstein chess, vertical cylinder.

5. A vulnerability scanner

A vulnerability scanner is a computer program designed to search for and map systems for

weaknesses in an application, computer or network. Step 1, typically the scanner will first

look for active IP addresses, open ports, OSes and any applications running. Step 2, It may at

this point create a report or move to the next step. Step 3, try to determine the patch level of

the OS or applications. In this process the scanner can cause an exploit of the vulnerability

such as crash the OS or application. Step 4, the final phase the scanner may attempt to exploit

the vulnerability. Scanners may either be malicious or friendly. Friendly scanners usually

stop at step 2 and occasionally step 3 but never go to step 4.

6. Network reconnaissance
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Vulnerability Scanners can be used to conduct network reconnaissance, which is typically

carried out by a remote attacker attempting to gain information or access to a network on

which he is not authorized or allowed. Network reconnaissance is increasingly being used to

exploit various network standards and automated communication methods in order to

determine what types of computers are present, along with additional information about those

computers, such as the type and version of its operating system. This information can be

analyzed for known or recently discovered vulnerabilities that can be exploited to gain access

to secure networks and computers. Network reconnaissance is possibly one of the most

common applications of passive data analysis. Early generation techniques, such as TCP/IP

passive fingerprinting, have accuracy issues that tended to make it ineffective. Today,

numerous tools exist on the Internet that have been developed to make reconnaissance easier

and more effective.

Topic : Attacking Software Dependencies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand DLL Hell

 Understand DLL Hell Problems

 Learn about Static linking

 Learn about DLL Stomping

 Learn about Conflicting DLLs

 Understand DLL hell as motivation for .NET

 Learn about Dependency Attack Solutions

Definition/Overview:

Dependency hell: Dependency hell is a colloquial term for the frustration of some software

users who have installed software packages which have dependencies on specific versions of

other software packages.
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Key Points:

1. DLL Hell

In computing, DLL hell is a colloquial term for the complications that arise when working

with dynamic link libraries (DLL) used with Microsoft Windows operating systems,

particularly legacy 16-bit editions. Although the term is Windows-specific (the more general

term is dependency hell) the rhyme is often used to depict a dependency hell case. DLL hell

often shows up in a Windows alert pop-up that reports something similar to "A Required

DLL File, Z.DLL, was not found" or "The procedure entry point Y couldn't be located in

X.DLL" when users try to run an application, or during startup. This can also manifest itself

more quietly as applications just not working properly. It takes a number of forms, as detailed

below.

2. DLL Hell Problems

There are a number of problems commonly encountered with DLLs especially after

numerous applications have been installed and uninstalled on a system. The difficulties

include conflicts between DLL versions, difficulty in obtaining required DLLs, and having

many unnecessary DLL copies.

2.1 Incompatible versions

A particular version of a library can be compatible with some (and incompatible with

other) programs that use it. Windows has been particularly vulnerable to this because

of its emphasis on dynamic linking of C++ libraries and Object Linking and

Embedding (OLE) objects. C++ classes export many methods, and a single change to

the class (such as a new virtual method) can make it incompatible with programs that

were built against an earlier version. Object Linking and Embedding has some very

strict rules to prevent this -- interfaces are required to be stable and memory managers

are not shared. But this is not enough, for the semantics of a class can change. A "bug

fix" for one application may be the removal of a "feature" from another. Before

Windows 2000, Windows was vulnerable to this because the COM class table was

shared across all users and processes. Only one COM object, in one DLL/EXE could

be declared as having a specific COM ClassID. If any program needed to create an
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instance of that class, it got whatever was the current centrally registered

implementation. As a result, an installation of a program that installs a new version of

a common object may inadvertently break other people's programs.

2.2 DLL stomping

A common and troublesome problem occurs when a newly-installed program

overwrites a working system DLL with an earlier, incompatible version. A famous

example of this was the ctl3d.dll and ctl3dv2.dll libraries for Windows 3.1, which had

numerous updated versions appearing in the wild.

2.3 Incorrect COM registration

In COM and other parts of Windows, the Registry is used to decide which DLL to

use. If the wrong version of a module is registered, this module DLL will be loaded

instead of the expected one. This can be caused by device driver installations that

register the wrong libraries to load, or the wrong COM object factories. This effect

can usually be replicated by installing an old version of a Microsoft Office application

onto a system which already has a later version installed.

2.4 Shared in-memory modules

16-bit versions of Windows load only one instance of any given DLL; all applications

reference the same in-memory copy, until no applications are using it and it is

unloaded from memory. (For 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows, inter-process

sharing occurs only where different executables load a module from exactly the same

directory) Thus, even where the desired DLL is located in a directory where it can be

expected to found, such as in the system directory or the application directory, neither

of these instances will be used if another application has started with an incompatible

version from a third directory. This issue can manifest itself as an application error

that occurs only when another application is running.
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2.5 Lack of serviceability

In direct conflict with the DLL stomping problem: If updates to a DLL do not affect

all applications which use it, then it becomes much harder to 'service' the DLL - that

is, to eliminate problems which exist in the current versions of the DLL. (Security

fixes are a particularly compelling, and painful, case.) Instead of fixing just the latest

version of the DLL, the implementor must ideally make their fixes, and test them for

compatibility, on every released version of the DLL.

3. Static linking

One of the simplest solutions to DLL hell in an application is to statically link against all the

libraries. This is common in C/C++ applications, where, instead of having to worry about

which version of MFC42.DLL is installed, the application is compiled to be statically linked

against the same libraries. This eliminates the DLLs entirely, and is viable for standalone

applications that are only using libraries - such as Microsoft Foundation Class Library - that

offer a static option. The main purpose of DLLs (runtime library sharing between programs)

is sacrificed though.

4. DLL Stomping

The DLL overwriting problem (referred to as DLL Stomping inside Microsoft) was

somewhat reduced with Windows File Protection (WFP) that was introduced in Windows

2000. This prevents unauthorized applications from overwriting system DLLs, unless they

use the specific Windows APIs that permit this. There is still a risk that updates from

Microsoft (such as Internet Explorer 7) are incompatible with existing applications. Third-

party applications cannot stomp on OS files unless they bundle windows updates with their

installer, or if they disable the Windows File Protection service during installation. Some

other features that help to mitigate the problem are Installation tools are now bundled into

Microsoft Visual Studio, the main environment for Windows development. These tools

perform version checking before DLL installation, and can include predefined installation

packages in a .MSI installation. This allows third party applications to integrate OS

component updates without having to write their own installers for these components. System

Restore can recover a system from a bad installation, including registry damage. While this

does not prevent the problem, it makes it easier to recover from.
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5. Conflicting DLLs

The solutions here consist of having different copies of the same DLLs for each application,

both on-disk and in memory. An easy manual solution to conflicts was placing the different

versions of the problem DLL into the applications' folders, rather than a system-wide folder.

This works so long as the operating system is 32-bit or 64-bit, or that applications are not run

simultaneously on a 16-bit platform. However, OLE prevented this before Windows XP,

because earlier versions of Windows had a single registry of COM objects for all

applications. Windows XP introduced a solution called Side-by-Side Component Sharing

(MSDN page), which loads separate copies of DLLs for each application that requires them

(and thus allows applications that require conflicting DLLs to run simultaneously). This

approach eliminates conflicts by allowing applications to load unique versions of a module

into their address space, while preserving the primary benefit of sharing DLLs between

applications (i.e. reducing memory use) by using memory mapping techniques to share

common code between different processes that do still use the same module. However DLLs

that use shared data between multiple processes cannot take this approach. One negative side-

effect is that orphaned instances of DLLs may not be updated during automated processes.

6. DLL hell as motivation for .NET

In 2000, Microsoft publicly unveiled the .NET Framework, which included a new version of

a package deployment system called assemblies. This framework also provided support for a

common language runtime (essentially moving much DLL code to a base foundation class).

This concept, along with file versioning, is often seen as one of the last operating system

constructs that had failed to bridge the gap between OpenVMS and Windows NT, which

shared a common operating systems architecture.

7. Dependency Attack Solutions

The most obvious (and very common) solution to this problem is to have a standardised

numbering system, wherein software uses a specific number for each version (aka major

version), and also a subnumber for each revision (aka minor version), e.g.: 10.1, or 5.7. The

major version only changes when programs that used that version will no longer be

compatible. The minor version might change with even a simple revision that does not

prevent other software from working with it. In cases like this, software packages can then
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simply request a component that has a particular major version, and any minor version

(greater than or equal to a particular minor version). As such, they will continue to work, and

dependencies will be resolved successfully, even if the minor version changes. Some package

managers can perform smart upgrades, in which interdependent software components are

upgraded at the same time, thereby resolving the major number incompatibility issue too.

Many current Linux distributions have also implemented repository-based package

management systems to try to solve the dependency problem. These systems are a layer on

top of the RPM, dpkg, or other packaging systems that are designed to automatically resolve

dependencies by searching in predefined software repositories.

Typically these software repositories are FTP sites or websites, directories on the local

computer or shared across a network or, much less commonly, directories on removable

media such as CDs or DVDs. This eliminates dependency hell for software packaged in those

repositories, which are typically maintained by the Linux distribution provider and mirrored

worldwide. Although these repositories are often huge it is not possible to have every piece of

software in them, so dependency hell can still occur. In all cases, dependency hell is still

faced by the repository maintainers. Examples of these systems include Apt, Yum, Urpmi,

Portageand others. Because different pieces of software have different dependencies, it is

possible to get into a vicious circle of dependency requirements, or (possibly worse) an ever-

expanding tree of requirements, as each new package demands several more be installed.

Systems such as Debian's APT can resolve this by presenting the user with a range of

solutions, and allowing the user to accept or reject the solutions, as desired. The Haskell

Compiler GHC is an example of a circular dependency. To compile it, you need GHC. It can

be solved by downloading a binary version of GHC, and compiling the new version of GHC

with this binary version. This is not uncommon, many large base-level projects such as gcc

require self-compilation, but this is not a problem as all operating systems ship with binaries

of these.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Breaking Security Through The User Interface

Attacking Design
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Topic : Breaking Security Through The User Interface

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Unbreakable codes

 Learn about Password Guessing

 Learn about Dictionary attacks

 Learn about Brute force attack

 Understand Precomputation Protection

Definition/Overview:

Weak encryption: If a system uses a poorly designed password hashing scheme to protect

stored passwords, an attacker can exploit any weaknesses to recover even 'well-chosen'

passwords. One example is the LM hash that Microsoft Windows uses by default to store user

passwords of less than 15 characters in length. LM hash converts the password into all

uppercase letters then breaks the password into two 7-character fields which are hashed

separately--which allows each half to be attacked separately

Key Points:

1. Unbreakable codes

Certain types of encryption, by their mathematical properties, cannot be defeated by brute

force. An example of this is one-time pad cryptography, where every cleartext bit has a

corresponding key bit. One-time pads rely on the ability to generate a truly random sequence

of key bits. A brute force attack would eventually reveal the correct decoding, but also every

other possible combination of bits, and would have no way of distinguishing one from the

other. A small, 100-byte, one-time-padencoded string subjected to a brute force attack would

eventually reveal every 100-byte string possible, including the correct answer, but mostly

nonsense. Of all the answers given, there is no way of knowing which is the correct one.

Nevertheless, the system can be defeated if not implemented correctly, for example if one-

time pads are re-used.
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2. Password Guessing

Passwords can sometimes be guessed by humans with knowledge of the user's personal

information. Examples of guessable passwords include:

 blank (none)

 the words "password", "passcode", "admin" and their derivatives

 a row of letters from the qwerty keyboard -- qwerty itself, asdf, or qwertyuiop)

 the user's name or login name

 the name of their significant other, a friend, relative or pet

 their birthplace or date of birth, or a friend's, or a relative's

 their automobile license plate number, or a friend's, or a relative's

 a name of a celebrity they like

 a simple modification of one of the preceding, such as suffixing a digit, particularly 1, or

reversing the order of the letters.

 a swear word

 Personal data about individuals are now available from various sources, many on-line, and

can often be obtained by someone using social engineering techniques, such as posing as an

opinion surveyor or a security control checker. Attackers who know the user may have

information as well. For example, if a user chooses the password "YaleLaw78" because he

graduated from YaleLaw School in 1978, a disgruntled business partner might be able to

guess the password.

3. Dictionary attacks

Users often choose weak passwords. Examples of insecure choices include the above list,

plus single words found in dictionaries, given and family names, and any password of 6

characters or less. Repeated research over some 40 years has demonstrated that around 40%

of user-chosen passwords are readily guessable by sophisticated cracking programs armed

with dictionaries and, perhaps, the user's personal information. In one survey of MySpace

passwords which had been phished, 3.8 percent of passwords were a single word found in a

dictionary, and another 12 percent were a word plus a final digit; two-thirds of the time that

digit was 1. Some users neglect to change the default password that came with their account

on the computer system. And some administrators neglect to change default account

passwords provided by the operating system vendor or hardware supplier. A famous example
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is the use of FieldService as a user name with Guest as the password. If not changed at

system configuration time, anyone familiar with such systems will have 'cracked' an

important password; such service accounts often have higher access privileges than a normal

user account. Lists of default passwords are available on the Internet. Gary McKinnon,

accused by the United States of perpetrating the "biggest military computer hack of all time",

has claimed that he was able to get into the military's networks simply by using a Perl script

that searched for blank passwords; in other words his report suggests that there were

computers on these networks with the default passwords active. Cracking programs exist

which accept personal information about the user being attacked and generate common

variations for passwords suggested by that information.

4. Brute force attack

A last resort is to try every possible password, known as a brute force attack. In theory, a

brute force attack will always be successful since the rules for acceptable passwords must be

publicly known, but as the length of the password increases, so does the number of possible

passwords. This method is unlikely to be practical unless the password is relatively small.

But, how small is too small? This depends heavily on whether the prospective attacker has

access to the hash of the password, in which case the attack is called an offline attack (it can

be done without connection to the protected resource), or not, in which case it is called an

online attack. Offline attack is generally a lot easier, because testing a password is reduced to

a quickly calculated mathematical computation; i.e., calculating the hash of the password to

be tried and comparing it to the hash of the real password. In an online attack the attacker has

to actually try to authenticate himself with all the possible passwords, where arbitrary rules

and delays can be imposed by the system and the attempts can be logged. A common

password length recommendation is 8 or more randomly chosen characters combining letters,

numbers, and special characters (punctuation, etc) .

This recommendation make sense for systems using stronger password hashing mechanisms

such as md5-crypt and the Blowfish-based bcrypt, but is inappropriate for many Microsoft

Windows systems because they store a legacy LAN Manager hash which splits the password

into two seven character halves. On these systems, an eight character password is converted

into a seven character password and a one character password. For better security, LAN

Manager password storage should be disabled if it will not break supported legacy systems.
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Systems which limit passwords to numeric characters only, or upper case only, or, generally,

which exclude possible password character choices also make brute force attacks easier.

Using longer passwords in these cases (if possible) can compensate for the limited allowable

character set. Of course, even with an adequate range of character choice, users who ignore

that range (e.g., using only upper case alphabetic characters, or digits alone) make brute force

attacks against their accounts much easier. Generic brute-force search techniques are often

successful, but smart brute-force techniques, which exploit knowledge about how people tend

to choose passwords, pose an even greater threat. NIST SP 800-63 (2) provides further

discussion of password quality, and suggests, for example, that an 8 character user-chosen

password may provide somewhere between 18 and 30 bits of entropy, depending on how it is

chosen. This amount of entropy is far less than what is generally considered safe for an

encryption key. How small is too small for offline attacks thus depends partly on an attacker's

ingenuity and resources (e.g., available time, computing power, etc.), the latter of which will

increase as computers get faster. Most commonly used hashes can be implemented using

specialized hardware, allowing faster attacks. Large numbers of computers can be harnessed

in parallel, each trying a separate portion of the search space. Unused overnight and weekend

time on office computers can also be used for this purpose.

5. Pre-computation Protection

In its most basic form, pre-computation involves hashing each word in the dictionary (or any

search space of candidate passwords) and storing the word and its computed hash in a way

that enables lookup on the list of computed hashes. This way, when a new encrypted

password is obtained, password recovery is instantaneous. Precomputation can be very useful

for a dictionary attack if salt is not used properly, and the dramatic decrease in the cost of

mass storage has made it practical for fairly large dictionaries. Advanced precomputation

methods exist that are even more effective. By applying a time-memory tradeoff, a middle

ground can be reached - a search space of size N can be turned into an encrypted database of

size O(N2/3) in which searching for an encrypted password takes time O(N2/3). The theory

has recently been refined into a practical technique. Another example cracks alphanumeric

Windows LAN Manager passwords in a few seconds. This is much faster than brute force

attacks on the obsolete LAN Manager, which uses a particularly weak method of hashing the

password. Windows systems prior to Windows Vista/Server 2008 compute and store a LAN

Manager hash by default for backwards compatibility. A technique similar to pre-
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computation, known generically as memorization, can be used to crack multiple passwords at

the cost of cracking just one. Since encrypting a word takes much longer than comparing it

with a stored word, a lot of effort is saved by encrypting each word only once and comparing

it with each of the encrypted passwords using an efficient list search algorithm. The two

approaches may of course be combined: the time-space tradeoff attack can be modified to

crack multiple passwords simultaneously in a shorter time than cracking them one after the

other.

Topic : Attacking Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Session Key Encryption

 Learn about Plausible Deniability

 Learn about Parallel computation

 Learn about Denial-Of-Service

 Learn about Perfect forward secrecy

Definition/Overview:

Communications security: These are measures and controls taken to deny unauthorized

persons information derived from telecommunications and ensure the authenticity of such

telecommunications. Communications security includes cryptosecurity, transmission security,

emission security, traffic-flow security and physical security of COMSEC equipment.

Key Points:

1. Perfect forward secrecy

In an authenticated key-agreement protocol that uses public key cryptography, perfect

forward secrecy (or PFS) is the property that ensures that a session key derived from a set of
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long-term public and private keys will not be compromised if one of the private keys is

compromised in the future. Forward secrecy has been used as a synonym for perfect forward

secrecy, since the term perfect has been controversial in this context. However, at least one

reference distinguishes perfect forward secrecy from forward secrecy with the additional

property that an agreed key will not be compromised even if agreed keys derived from the

same long-term keying material in a subsequent run are compromised.

2. Denial-Of-Service

A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS attack)

is an attempt to make a computer resource unavailable to its intended users. Although the

means to carry out, motives for, and targets of a DoS attack may vary, it generally consists of

the concerted efforts of a person or persons to prevent an Internet site or service from

functioning efficiently or at all, temporarily or indefinitely. Perpetrators of DoS attacks

typically target sites or services hosted on high-profile web servers such as banks, credit card

payment gateways, and even root nameservers. One common method of attack involves

saturating the target (victim) machine with external communications requests, such that it

cannot respond to legitimate traffic, or responds so slowly as to be rendered effectively

unavailable. In general terms, DoS attacks are implemented by either forcing the targeted

computer(s) to reset, or consuming its resources so that it can no longer provide its intended

service or obstructing the communication media between the intended users and the victim so

that they can no longer communicate adequately. Denial-of-service attacks are considered

violations of the IAB's Internet Proper Use Policy. They also commonly constitute violations

of the laws of individual nations.

3. Parallel computation

It is a form of computation in which many calculations are carried out simultaneously,

operating on the principle that large problems can often be divided into smaller ones, which

are then solved concurrently ("in parallel"). There are several different forms of parallel

computing: bit-level-, instruction-level-, data-, and task parallelism. Parallelism has been

employed for many years, mainly in high-performance computing, but interest in it has

grown lately due to the physical constraints preventing frequency scaling. As power

consumption by computers has become a concern in recent years, parallel computing has

become the dominant paradigm in computer architecture, mainly in the form of multicore

processors. Parallel computers can be roughly classified according to the level at which the

hardware supports parallelismwith multi-core and multi-processor computers having multiple

processing elements within a single machine, while clusters, MPPs, and grids use multiple
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computers to work on the same task. Specialized parallel computer architectures are

sometimes used alongside traditional processors, for accelerating specific tasks. Parallel

computer programs are more difficult to write than sequential ones, because concurrency

introduces several new classes of potential software bugs, of which race conditions are the

most common. Communication and synchronization between the different subtasks is

typically one of the greatest barriers to getting good parallel program performance. The

speed-up of a program as a result of parallelization is given by Amdahl's law.

4. Plausible Deniability

In cryptography, deniable encryption may be used to describe steganographic techniques,

where the very existence of an encrypted file or message is deniable in the sense that an

adversary cannot prove that an encrypted message exists. Some systems take this further,

such as MaruTukku and (to a lesser extent) FreeOTFE/TrueCrypt which nest encrypted data.

The owner of the encrypted data may reveal one or more keys to decrypt certain information

from it, and then deny that more keys exist, a statement which cannot be disproven without

knowledge of all encryption keys involved. The existence of "hidden" data within the overtly

encrypted data is then deniable in the sense that it cannot be proven to exist.

5. Session Key Encryption

A session key is a single-use symmetric key used for encrypting all messages in one

communication session. A closely related term is traffic encryption key or TEK, which refers

to any key used to encrypt messages as opposed to different uses, such as encrypting other

keys (key encryption key) Session keys introduce complication in a crypto system, normally

an undesirable end. However, they also help with some real problems, which is why they are

used. There are two primary reasons for session keys:

 First, several cryptanalytic attacks are made easier as more material encrypted with a specific

key is available. By limiting the material processed using a particular key, those attacks are

made more difficult.

 Second, asymmetric encryption is too slow for general purpose use, but many otherwise good

encryption algorithms require that keys be distributed securely before encryption can be used.

All secret key algorithms have this undesirable property. By using asymmetric encryption to
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distribute a secret key for another, faster, symmetric algorithm, it's possible to improve

overall performance considerably.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Attacking Implementation

Topic : Attacking Implementation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Security Association

 Learn about Security Architecture

 Learn about Authentication Header (AH)

 Learn about Modes of Operation

 Learn about Software Implementations

 Identify Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)

Definition/Overview:

Security Bugs: Bugs can have a wide variety of effects, with varying levels of inconvenience

to the user of the program. Some bugs have only a subtle effect on the program's

functionality, and may thus lie undetected for a long time. More serious bugs may cause the

program to crash or freeze leading to a denial of service. Others qualify as security bugs and

might for example enable a malicious user to bypass access controls in order to obtain

unauthorized privileges.
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Key Points:

1. Security Association

The IP security architecture uses the concept of a security association as the basis for building

security functions into IP. A security association is simply the bundle of algorithms and

parameters (such as keys) that is being used to encrypt and authenticate a particular flow in

one direction. Therefore, in normal bi-directional traffic, the flows are secured by a pair of

security associations. The actual choice of encryption and authentication algorithms (from a

defined list) is left to the IPsec administrator. In order to decide what protection is to be

provided for an outgoing packet, IPsec uses the Security Parameter Index (SPI), an index to

the security association database (SADB), along with the destination address in a packet

header, which together uniquely identify a security association for that packet. A similar

procedure is performed for an incoming packet, where IPsec gathers decryption and

verification keys from the security association database.

For multicast, a security association is provided for the group, and is duplicated across all

authorized receivers of the group. There may be more than one security association for a

group, using different SPIs, thereby allowing multiple levels and sets of security within a

group. Indeed, each sender can have multiple security associations, allowing authentication,

since a receiver can only know that someone knowing the keys sent the data. Note that the

relevant standard does not describe how the association is chosen and duplicated across the

group; it is assumed that a responsible party will have made the choice.

2. Security Architecture

The IPsec suite is a framework of open standards. IPsec uses the following protocols to

perform various functions:

 Internet key exchange (IKE and IKEv2) to set up a security association (SA) by handling

negotiation of protocols and algorithms and to generate the encryption and authentication

keys to be used by IPsec.

 Authentication Header (AH) to provide connectionless integrity and data origin

authentication for IP datagrams and to provide protection against replay attacks.

 Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) to provide confidentiality, data origin authentication,

connectionless integrity, an anti-replay service (a form of partial sequence integrity), and

limited traffic flow confidentiality.
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3. Authentication Header (AH)

AH is a member of the IPsecprotocol suite. AH is intended to guarantee connectionless

integrity and data origin authentication of IP packets. Further, it can optionally protect against

replay attacks by using the sliding window technique and discarding old packets. AH protects

the IP payload and all header fields of an IP datagram except for mutable fields (i.e. those

that might be altered in transit).

4. Modes of Operation

There are two modes of IPsec operation:

4.1 Transport mode

In transport mode, only the payload (the data you transfer) of the IP packet is

encrypted and/or authenticated. The routing is intact, since the IP header is neither

modified nor encrypted; however, when the authentication header is used, the IP

addresses cannot be translated, as this will invalidate the hash value. The transport

and application layers are always secured by hash, so they cannot be modified in any

way (for example by translating the port numbers). Transport mode is used for host-

to-host communications.

A means to encapsulate IPsec messages for NAT traversal has been defined by RFC

documents describing the NAT-T mechanism.

4.2 Tunnel mode

In tunnel mode, the entire IP packet (data and IP header) is encrypted and/or

authenticated. It is then encapsulated into a new IP packet with a new IP header.

Tunnel mode is used to create Virtual Private Networks for network-to-network

communications (e.g. between routers to link sites), host-to-network communications

(e.g. remote user access), and host-to-host communications (e.g. private chat).

5. Software Implementations

IPsec support is usually implemented in the kernel with key management and ISAKMP/IKE

negotiation carried out from user-space. Existing IPsec implementations often include both.

However, as there is a standard interface for key management, it is possible to control one

kernel IPsec stack using key management tools from a different implementation. Because of

this, there is sometimes confusion as to the origins of the IPsec implementation in the Linux

kernel. The FreeS/WAN project made the first complete and open source implementation of

IPsec for Linux. It consists of a kernel IPsec stack (KLIPS), as well as a key management
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daemon (pluto) and many shell scripts. The FreeS/WAN project was disbanded in March

2004. Openswan and strongSwan are continuations of FreeS/WAN. The KAME project also

implemented complete IPsec support for NetBSD, FreeBSD. Its key management daemon is

called racoon. OpenBSD made its own ISAKMP/IKE daemon, simply named isakmpd

(which was also ported to other systems, including Linux). However, none of these kernel

IPsec stacks were integrated into the Linux kernel. Alexey Kuznetsov and David S. Miller

wrote a kernel IPsec implementation from scratch for the Linux kernel around the end of

2002. This stack was subsequently released as part of Linux 2.6, and is referred to variously

as "native" or "NETKEY". Thus, the current Linux IPsec stack did not originate from the

KAME project. As it supports the standard PF_KEY protocol (RFC 2367) and the native

XFRM interface for key management, the Linux IPsec stack can be used in conjunction with

either pluto from Openswan/strongSwan, isakmpdfrom the OpenBSD project, racoonfrom the

KAME project, or without any ISAKMP/IKE daemon (using manual keying). The new

architectures of network processors, including multi-core processors with integrated

encryption engines, suggested some changes in the way the IPsec stacks are designed. A

dedicated Fast Path is now commonly used to offload IPsec processing (SA, SP lookups,

encryption, etc.). These Fast Path stacks must integrated on dedicated cores with Linux or

RTOS running on other cores. These OS control ISAKMP/IKE in the Fast Path IPsec stack

on separate cores.

6. Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)

ESP is a member of the IPsecprotocol suite. It is the portion of IPsec that provides origin

authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality protection of packets. ESP also supports

encryption-only and authentication-only configurations, but using encryption without

authentication is strongly discouraged because it is insecure. . Unlike Authentication Header

(AH), ESP does not protect the IP packet header. However, in Tunnel Mode, where the entire

original IP packet is encapsulated with a new packet header added, ESP protection is afforded

to the whole inner IP packet (including the inner header) while the outer header remains

unprotected. ESP operates directly on top of IP, using IP protocol number 50

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Putting It All Together
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Topic : Putting It All Together

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Criminal investigation in PGP

 PGP 3

 OpenPGP

 Network Associates acquisition

 Current situation of PGP

 Learn about Nonce Protocols

 Learn about Key expansion

 Learn about Encryption and decryption

 Understand Performance of Encryption

 Understand Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

 Learn about Elections of master routers

 Learn about Hardware random number generator

 Learn about Uses of Hardware Random Generator

Definition/Overview:

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP): It is a computer program that provides cryptographic privacy

and authentication. PGP is often used for signing, encrypting and decrypting e-mails to

increase the security of e-mail communications. It was originally created by Philip

Zimmermann in 1991.

Key Points:

1. Criminal investigation in PGP

Shortly after its release, PGP encryption found its way outside the United States, and in

February 1993 Zimmermann became the formal target of a criminal investigation by the US

Government for "munitions export without a license". Cryptosystems using keys larger than

40 bits were then considered munitions within the definition of the USexport regulations;
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PGP has never used keys smaller than 128 bits so it qualified at that time. Penalties for

violation, if found guilty, were substantial. After several years, the investigation of

Zimmermann was closed without filing criminal charges against him or anyone else.

Zimmermann challenged these regulations in a curious way. He published the entire source

code of PGP in a hardback book, via MIT Press, which was distributed and sold widely.

Anybody wishing to build their own copy of PGP could buy the $60 book, cut off the covers,

separate the pages, and scan them using an OCR program, creating a set of source code text

files. One could then build the application using the freely available GNU C Compiler. PGP

would thus be available anywhere in the world. The claimed principle was simple: export of

munitionsguns, bombs, planes, and softwarewas (and remains) restricted; but the export of

booksis protected by the First Amendment. The question was never tested in court in respect

to PGP, but had been established by the Supreme Court in the Bernstein case. USexport

regulations regarding cryptography remain in force, but were liberalized substantially

throughout the late 1990s. Since 2000, compliance with the regulations is also much easier.

PGP encryption no longer meets the definition of a non-exportable weapon, and can be

exported internationally except to 7 specific countries and a named list of groups and

individuals.

2. PGP 3

During this turmoil, Zimmermann's team worked on a new version of PGP encryption called

PGP 3. This new version was to have considerable security improvements, including a new

certificate structure which fixed small security flaws in the PGP 2.x certificates as well as

permitting a certificate to include separate keys for signing and encryption. Furthermore, the

experience with patent and export problems led them to eschew patents entirely. PGP 3

introduced use of the CAST-128 (a.k.a. CAST5) symmetric key algorithm, and the DSA and

ElGamal asymmetric key algorithms, all of which were unencumbered by patents. After the

Federal criminal investigation ended in 1996, Zimmermann and his team started a company

to produce new versions of PGP encryption. They merged with Viacrypt (to whom

Zimmermann had sold commercial rights and who had licensed RSA directly from RSADSI)

which then changed its name to PGP Incorporated. The newly combined Viacrypt/PGP team

started work on new versions of PGP encryption based on the PGP 3 system. Unlike PGP 2,

which was an exclusively command line program, PGP 3 was designed from the start as a

software library allowing users to work from a command line or inside a GUI environment.

The original agreement between Viacrypt and the Zimmermann team had been that Viacrypt
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would have even-numbered versions and Zimmermann odd-numbered versions. Viacrypt,

thus, created a new version (based on PGP 2) that they called PGP 4. To remove confusion

about how it could be that PGP 3 was the successor to PGP 4, PGP 3 was renamed and

released as PGP 5 in May 1997.

3. OpenPGP

Inside PGP Inc., there was still concern about patent issues. RSADSI was challenging the

continuation of the Viacrypt RSA license to the newly merged firm. The company adopted an

informal internal standard called "Unencumbered PGP": "use no algorithm with licensing

difficulties". Because of PGP encryption's importance worldwide (it is thought to be the most

widely chosen quality cryptographic system), many wanted to write their own software that

would interoperate with PGP 5. Zimmermann became convinced that an open standard for

PGP encryption was critical for them and for the cryptographic community as a whole. In

July 1997, PGP Inc. proposed to the IETF that there be a standard called OpenPGP. They

gave the IETF permission to use the name OpenPGP to describe this new standard as well as

any program that supported the standard. The IETF accepted the proposal and started the

OpenPGP Working Group.

OpenPGP is on the Internet Standards Track and is under active development. The current

specification is RFC 4880 (November 2007), the successor to RFC 2440. Many e-mail clients

provide OpenPGP-compliant email security as described in RFC 3156. The Free Software

Foundation has developed its own OpenPGP-compliant program called GNU Privacy Guard

(abbreviated GnuPG or GPG). GnuPG is freely available together with all source code under

the GNU General Public License (GPL) and is maintained separately from several Graphical

User Interfaces (GUIs) that interact with the GnuPG library for encryption, decryption and

signing functions. Several other vendors have also developed OpenPGP-compliant software.

4. Network Associates acquisition

In December 1997, PGP Inc. was acquired by Network Associates, Inc. Zimmermann and the

PGP team became NAI employees. NAI continued to pioneer export through software

publishing, being the first company to have a legal export strategy by publishing source code.

Under its aegis, the PGP team added disk encryption, desktop firewalls, intrusion detection,

and IPsec VPNs to the PGP family. After the export regulation liberalizations of 2000 which

no longer required publishing of source, NAI stopped releasing source code, over the PGP

team's objection. There was consternation amongst PGP users worldwide at this and,

inevitably, some conspiracy theories as well. In early 2001, Zimmermann left NAI. He served
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as Chief Cryptographer for Hush Communications, who provide an OpenPGP-based e-mail

service, Hushmail. He has also worked with Veridis and other companies. In October, 2001,

NAI announced that its PGP assets were for sale and that it was suspending further

development of PGP encryption. The only remaining assetkept was the PGP E-Business

Server (the original PGP Commandline version). In February 2002, NAI cancelled all support

for PGP products, with the exception of the re-named commandline product. NAI (now

McAfee) continues to sell and support the product under the name McAfee E-Business

Server.

5. Current situation of PGP

In August 2002, several ex-PGP team members formed a new company, PGP Corporation,

and bought the PGP assets (except for the command line version) from NAI. PGP

Corporation is supporting existing PGP users and honoring NAI support contracts.

Zimmermann now serves as a special advisor and consultant to PGP Corporation, as well as

continuing to run his own consulting company. In 2003 PGP Corporation created a new

server-based product offering called PGP Universal. In mid-2004, PGP Corporation shipped

its own command line version called PGP Command Line, which integrates with the other

PGP Encryption Platform applications. In 2005 PGP Corporation made its first acquisitionthe

German software company Glueck and Kanja Technology AG, which is now PGP

Deutschland AG. Since the 2002 purchase of NAI PGP assets, PGP Corporation has offered

worldwide PGP technical support from their office in Draper, Utah.

6.Nonce Protocols

In security engineering, a nonce stands for number used once (it is similar in spirit to a nonce

word). It is often a random or pseudo-random number issued in an authentication protocol to

ensure that old communications cannot be reused in replay attacks. For instance, nonces are

used in HTTP digest access authentication to calculate an MD5 digest of the password. The

nonces are different each time that the 401 authentication challenge response code is

presented, and each client request has a unique sequence number, thus making replay attacks

and dictionary attacks virtually impossible. Some also refer to initialization vectors as nonces

for the above reasons. To ensure that a nonce is used only once, it should be time-variant

(including a suitably granular timestamp in its value), or generated with enough random bits

to ensure a probabilistically insignificant chance of repeating a previously generated value.

Some authors define pseudorandomness (or unpredictability) as a requirement for a nonce.
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7. Key expansion

The Hasty Pudding cipher can take a key of any number of bits for any one of the five

subciphers. The cipher itself uses a key table of 16,384 bits (256 64-bit words). In order to

derive the key table from the key, the key expansion function uses the following algorithm:

 The first three words, KX, KX, KX are set based on constants, the sub-cipher, and the length

of the key. KX is computed with a multiplication; the other operations involved are an

addition and a bit shift.

 Each successive word, KX[i] is determined from the three previous words by an efficient

recursive formula.

 The key bits are XORed into the bits of the key table, starting at KX, until all the key bits are

used. (Keys longer than 8,192 bits use a more complicated procedure.)

 Several passes over the key table are made. Each time, a "stirring function" is applied to each

word of the key table, in sequence. The stirring function uses eight internal variables, and

uses 14 logical bit operations, 5 bit shifts, and 14 additions / subtractions. Each use of the

stirring function will modify one word in the key table, based on its previous value, the

values of certain other words, and the internal variables of the stirring function. (3 total

passes is the default.)

8. Encryption and decryption

Each of the subciphers uses a different algorithm, but there are certain similarities. Three

inputs are used to determine the ciphertext: the plaintext (in several 64-bit words plus one

"fragment"), the spice (eight 64-bit words, with default value 0), and the key table. The

operations within the cipher consist of "stirring", in which internal variables are combined in

various ways, with values from the key table and spice being included at regular intervals.

HPC-Short uses two fixed permutations in addition, and HPC-Tiny consists of many special

sub-cases.

Decryption involves undoing the steps of encryption one by one. Many operations are easily

undone (e.g. s0 = s0 + s1 is undone by computing s0 = s0 − s1). Other operations are more

complex to undo. Some of the ideas involved include:

 An operation like x = x (x >> 17 ) is undone by a two-step process: (1) x = x (x >> 17 ),

followed by (2) x = x (x >> 34 ).

 The cipher uses value-dependent lookups into the key table. These can be undone, since the

lookup depends only on the last 8 bits of a variable, and when it becomes necessary to look
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up the value from the key table in decryption, the last 8 bits of the value at a certain earlier

point in the computation are predictable, even when those operations cannot all be undone

without the key table value. For instance, if the lookup of k is based on the last 8 bits of x,

then when we want to undo a step like x = x (k << 8), we can look up k by noting that the

last 8 bits of x are unchanged by this operation.

The Hasty Pudding cipher can also be used to encrypt values in a range that do not translate

to strings with an integral number of bits; for instance, it can encrypt a number from 0 to N

by producing another number from 0 to N. It does this by using the smallest subcipher that

can handle the input as a bit string, and applying it to the input as a bit string, repeatedly, until

the output is in the proper range.

9. Performance of Encryption

The Hasty Pudding cipher was claimed by Schroeppel to be the fastest AES candidate on a

64-bit architecture; Schroeppel claimed it to be twice as fast as its nearest competitor, DFC

(cipher), and three times as fast as the other candidates, and that its performance on a 32-bit

machine was adequate. Comments from others did not support this view; for instance,

Schneier et al.'s analysis ranked the Hasty Pudding cipher 4th best (376 cycles) on a 64-bit

machine, although for Rijndael and Twofish, the performance was only estimated. On a 32-

bit pentium, Hasty Pudding encryption was rated by Schneier et al. at 1600 clock cycles, 10th

best out of the 15 candidates. Schneier et al, and Schroeppel, noted that the speed of the

cipher would be significantly impacted on a 32-bit machine because of its heavy use of 64-bit

operations, particularly bit shifts. The Hasty Pudding cipher's key setup was rated as

relatively slow; 120000 cycles on a Pentium.The cipher was criticized for its performance on

smartcards. Specifically, some comments pointed out the difficulty of keeping over 2KB of

RAM for the key table.

10. Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is a non-proprietary redundancy protocol

described in RFC 3768 designed to increase the availability of the default gateway servicing

hosts on the same subnet. This increased reliability is achieved by advertising a "virtual

router" (an abstract representation of master and backup routers acting as a group) as a

default gateway to the host(s) instead of one physical router. Two or more physical routers

are then configured to stand for the virtual router, with only one doing the actual routing at
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any given time. If the current physical router that is routing the data on behalf of the virtual

router fails, an arrangement is made for another physical router to automatically replace it.

The physical router that is currently forwarding data on behalf of the virtual router is called

the master router. Physical routers standing by to take over from the master router in case

something goes wrong are called backup routers.

VRRP can be used over Ethernet, MPLS and token ring networks. Implementations for IPv6

are in development, but not yet available. VRRP provides information on the state of a router,

not the routes processed and exchanged by that router. Each VRRP instance is limited, in

scope, to a single subnet. It does not advertise IP routes beyond that subnet or affect the

routing table in any way.

A virtual router must use 00-00-5E-00-01-XX as its Media Access Control (MAC) address.

The last byte of the address (XX) is the Virtual Router IDentifier (VRID), which is different

for each virtual router in the network. This address is used by only one physical router at a

time, and is the only way that other physical routers can identify the master router within a

virtual router. Physical routers acting as virtual routers must communicate within themselves

using packets with multicast IP address 224.0.0.18 and IP protocol number 112. Master

routers have a priority of 255 and backup router(s) can have priority between 1-254. When a

planned withdrawal of a master router is to take place, it changes its priority to zero which

forces a backup router to take up the master router status more quickly. This is in order to

reduce the black hole period.

11. Elections of master routers

A failure to receive a multicast packet from the master router for a period longer than three

times the advertisement timer causes the backup routers to assume that the master router is

dead. The virtual router then transitions into an unsteady state and an election process is

initiated to select the next master router from the backup routers. This is fulfilled through the

use of multicast packets.

It should be noted that backup router(s) are only supposed to send multicast packets during an

election process. One exception to this rule is when a physical router is configured to always

overthrow the current master after it has been introduced into the virtual router. This allows a

system administrator to force a physical router to the master state immediately after booting,

for example when that particular router is more powerful than others within the virtual router

or when that particular router uses the least expensive bandwidth. The backup router with the

highest priority becomes the master router by raising its priority to 255 and sending

gratuitous Address Resolution Protocol packets with the virtual MAC address and any IP
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addresses associated with the virtual router. This redirects the hosts' packets from the fallen

master router to the current master router. In cases where backup routers all have the same

priority, the backup router with the highest IP address becomes the master router.

All physical routers acting as a virtual router must be within one hop of each other.

Communication within the virtual router takes place periodically. This period can be adjusted

by changing advertisement interval timers. The shorter the advertisement interval, the shorter

the black hole period, though at the expense of more traffic in the network. Security is

achieved by responding only to first hop packets, though other mechanisms are provided to

reinforce this, particularly against local attacks. Some details have been omitted to improve

readability. Notable among these is the use of skew time, derived from a router's priority and

used to reduce the chance of the thundering herd problem occurring during election.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Some Parting Advice

Topic : Some Parting Advice

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Function of a Firewall

 Learn about History of Firewall

 Learn about First generation Firewalls

 Learn about Second generation Firewalls

 Learn about Third generation Firewalls

 Learn about Subsequent developments in Firewall Technology

 Identify Types of Firewalls

 Learn about History of Netware

 Learn about The rise of NetWare

 Learn about Early years of Netware
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 Learn about NetWare 286 2.x

 Learn about NetWare 3.x

 Learn about NetWare 4.x

 Understand Current NetWare situation

 Identify NetWare Aggressive caching

Definition/Overview:

Firewall: A firewall is an integrated collection of security measures designed to prevent

unauthorized electronic access to a networked computer system. It is also a device or set of

devices configured to permit, deny, encrypt, decrypt, or proxy all computer traffic between

different security domains based upon a set of rules and other criteria.

Key Points:

1. Function of a Firewall

A firewall is a dedicated appliance, or software running on another computer, which inspects

network traffic passing through it, and denies or permits passage based on a set of rules.

A firewall's basic task is to regulate some of the flow of traffic between computer networks

of different trust levels. Typical examples are the Internet which is a zone with no trust and

an internal network which is a zone of higher trust. A zone with an intermediate trust level,

situated between the Internet and a trusted internal network, is often referred to as a

"perimeter network" or Demilitarized zone (DMZ). A firewall's function within a network is

similar to physical firewalls with fire doors in building construction. In the former case, it is

used to prevent network intrusion to the private network. In the latter case, it is intended to

contain and delay structural fire from spreading to adjacent structures.

Without proper configuration, a firewall can often become worthless. Standard security

practices dictate a "default-deny" firewall rule-set, in which the only network connections

which are allowed are the ones that have been explicitly allowed. Unfortunately, such a

configuration requires detailed understanding of the network applications and endpoints

required for the organization's day-to-day operation. Many businesses lack such

understanding, and therefore implement a "default-allow" ruleset, in which all traffic is

allowed unless it has been specifically blocked. This configuration makes inadvertent

network connections and system compromise much more likely.
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2. History of Firewall

The term "firewall" originally meant a wall to confine a fire or potential fire within a

building, c.f. firewall (construction). Later uses refer to similar structures, such as the metal

sheet separating the engine compartment of a vehicle or aircraft from the passenger

compartment. Firewall technology emerged in the late 1980s when the Internet was a fairly

new technology in terms of its global use and connectivity. The predecessors to firewalls for

network security were the routers used in the late 1980s to separate networks from one

another.

3. First generation Firewalls

The first paper published on firewall technology was in 1988, when engineers from Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC) developed filter systems known aspacket filter firewalls. This

fairly basic system was the first generation of what would become a highly evolved and

technical internet security feature. At AT&T Bell Labs, Bill Cheswick and Steve Bellovin

were continuing their research in packet filtering and developed a working model for their

own company based upon their original first generation architecture.

Packet filters act by inspecting the "packets" which represent the basic unit of data transfer

between computers on the Internet. If a packet matches the packet filter's set of rules, the

packet filter will drop (silently discard) the packet, or reject it (discard it, and send "error

responses" to the source).

This type of packet filtering pays no attention to whether a packet is part of an existing

stream of traffic (it stores no information on connection "state"). Instead, it filters each packet

based only on information contained in the packet itself (most commonly using a

combination of the packet's source and destination address, its protocol, and, for TCP and

UDP traffic, the port number).

TCP and UDP protocols comprise most communication over the Internet, and because TCP

and UDP traffic by convention uses well known ports for particular types of traffic, a

"stateless" packet filter can distinguish between, and thus control, those types of traffic (such

as web browsing, remote printing, email transmission, file transfer), unless the machines on

each side of the packet filter are both using the same non-standard ports.

4. Second generation Firewalls

From 1989-1990 three colleagues from AT&T Bell Laboratories, Dave Presetto, Janardan

Sharma, and Kshitij Nigam developed the second generation of firewalls, calling them circuit

level firewalls. Second(2nd) Generation firewalls in addition regard placement of each
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individual packet within the packet series. This technology is generally referred to as a

stateful packet inspection as it maintains records of all connections passing through the

firewall and is able to determine whether a packet is either the start of a new connection, a

part of an existing connection, or is an invalid packet. Though there is still a set of static rules

in such a firewall, the state of a connection can in itself be one of the criteria which trigger

specific rules. This type of firewall can help prevent attacks which exploit existing

connections, or certain Denial-of-service attacks.

5. Third generation Firewalls

Publications by Gene Spafford of Purdue University, Bill Cheswick at AT&T Laboratories,

and Marcus Ranum described a third generation firewall known as an application layer

firewall, also known as a proxy-based firewall. Marcus Ranum's work on the technology

spearheaded the creation of the first commercial product. The product was released by DEC

who named it the DEC SEAL product. DECs first major sale was on June 13, 1991 to a

chemical company based on the East Coast of the USA. TIS, under a broader DARPA

contract, developed the Firewall Toolkit (FWTK), and made it freely available under license

on October 1, 1993. The purposes for releasing the freely-available, not for commercial use,

FWTK were: to demonstrate, via the software, documentation, and methods used, how a

company with (at the time) 11 years' experience in formal security methods, and individuals

with firewall experience, developed firewall software; to create a common base of very good

firewall software for others to build on (so people did not have to continue to "roll their own"

from scratch); and to "raise the bar" of firewall software being used. The key benefit of

application layer filtering is that it can "understand" certain applications and protocols (such

as File Transfer Protocol, DNS, or web browsing), and it can detect whether an unwanted

protocol is being sneaked through on a non-standard port or whether a protocol is being

abused in any harmful way.

6. Subsequent developments in Firewall Technology

In 1992, Bob Braden and Annette DeSchon at the University of Southern California (USC)

were refining the concept of a firewall. The product known as "Visas" was the first system to

have a visual integration interface with colours and icons, which could be easily implemented

to and accessed on a computer operating system such as Microsoft's Windows or Apple's

MacOS. In 1994 an Israeli company called Check Point Software Technologies built this into

readily available software known as FireWall-1. The existing deep packet inspection

functionality of modern firewalls can be shared by Intrusion-prevention systems (IPS).
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Currently, the Middlebox Communication Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) is working on standardizing protocols for managing firewalls and other

middleboxes. Another axis of development is about integrating identity of users into Firewall

rules. Many firewalls provide such features by binding user identities to IP or MAC

addresses, which is very approximate and can be easily turned around. The NuFW firewall

provides real identity based firewalling, by requesting user's signature for each connection.

7. Types of Firewalls

There are several classifications of firewalls depending on where the communication is taking

place, where the communication is intercepted and the state that is being traced.

7.1 Network layer and packet filters

Network layer firewalls, also called packet filters, operate at a relatively low level of

the TCP/IP protocol stack, not allowing packets to pass through the firewall unless

they match the established rule set. The firewall administrator may define the rules; or

default rules may apply. The term "packet filter" originated in the context of BSD

operating systems. Network layer firewalls generally fall into two sub-categories,

stateful and stateless. Stateful firewalls maintain context about active sessions, and

use that "state information" to speed packet processing. Any existing network

connection can be described by several properties, including source and destination IP

address, UDP or TCP ports, and the current stage of the connection's lifetime

(including session initiation, handshaking, data transfer, or completion connection). If

a packet does not match an existing connection, it will be evaluated according to the

ruleset for new connections. If a packet matches an existing connection based on

comparison with the firewall's state table, it will be allowed to pass without further

processing. Stateless firewalls require less memory, and can be faster for simple filters

that require less time to filter than to look up a session. They may also be necessary

for filtering stateless network protocols that have no concept of a session. However,

they cannot make more complex decisions based on what stage communications

between hosts have reached. Modern firewalls can filter traffic based on many packet

attributes like source IP address, source port, destination IP address or port,

destination service like WWW or FTP. They can filter based on protocols, TTL

values, netblock of originator, domain name of the source, and many other attributes.

Commonly used packet filters on various versions of Unix are ipf(various), ipfw

(FreeBSD/Mac OS X), pf (OpenBSD, and all other BSDs), iptables/ipchains (Linux).
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7.2 Application-layer Firewall

Application-layer firewalls work on the application level of the TCP/IP stack (i.e., all

browser traffic, or all telnet or ftp traffic), and may intercept all packets traveling to or

from an application. They block other packets (usually dropping them without

acknowledgement to the sender). In principle, application firewalls can prevent all

unwanted outside traffic from reaching protected machines. On inspecting all packets

for improper content, firewalls can restrict or prevent outright the spread of networked

computer worms and trojans. In practice, however, this becomes so complex and so

difficult to attempt (given the variety of applications and the diversity of content each

may allow in its packet traffic) that comprehensive firewall design does not generally

attempt this approach. The XML firewall exemplifies a more recent kind of

application-layer firewall.

7.3 Proxies

A proxy device (running either on dedicated hardware or as software on a general-

purpose machine) may act as a firewall by responding to input packets (connection

requests, for example) in the manner of an application, whilst blocking other packets.

Proxies make tampering with an internal system from the external network more

difficult and misuse of one internal system would not necessarily cause a security

breach exploitable from outside the firewall (as long as the application proxy remains

intact and properly configured). Conversely, intruders may hijack a publicly-

reachable system and use it as a proxy for their own purposes; the proxy then

masquerades as that system to other internal machines. While use of internal address

spaces enhances security, crackers may still employ methods such as IP spoofing to

attempt to pass packets to a target network.

7.4 Network address translation

Firewalls often have network address translation (NAT) functionality, and the hosts

protected behind a firewall commonly have addresses in the "private address range",

as defined in RFC 1918. Firewalls often have such functionality to hide the true

address of protected hosts. Originally, the NAT function was developed to address the

limited number of IPv4 routable addresses that could be used or assigned to

companies or individuals as well as reduce both the amount and therefore cost of

obtaining enough public addresses for every computer in an organization. Hiding the

addresses of protected devices has become an increasingly important defense against

network reconnaissance.
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8. History of Netware

NetWare evolved from a very simple concept: file sharing instead of disk sharing. In 1983

when the first versions of NetWare were designed, all other competing products were based

on the concept of providing shared direct disk access. Novell's alternative approach was

validated by IBM in 1984 and helped promote their product. With Novell NetWare, disk

space was shared in the form of NetWare volumes, comparable to DOS volumes. Clients

running MS-DOS would run a special Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) program that

allowed them to map a local drive letter to a NetWare volume. Clients had to log in to a

server in order to be allowed to map volumes, and access could be restricted according to the

login name. Similarly, they could connect to shared printers on the dedicated server, and print

as if the printer was connected locally. At the end of the 1990s, with Internet connectivity

booming, the Internet's TCP/IP protocol became dominant on LANs. Novell had introduced

limited TCP/IP support in NetWare v3.x and v4.x, consisting mainly of FTP services and

UNIX-style LPR/LPD printing (available in NetWare v3.x), and a Novell-developed

webserver (in NetWare v4.x). Native TCP/IP support for the client file and print services

normally associated with NetWare was introduced in NetWare v5.0 (released in 1998).

During the early-to-mid 1980s Microsoft introduced their own LAN system in LAN Manager

based on the competing NBF protocol. Early attempts to muscle in on NetWare were not

successful, but this changed with the inclusion of improved networking support in Windows

for Workgroups, and then the hugely successful Windows NT and Windows 95. NT, in

particular, offered services similar to those offered by NetWare, but on a system that could

also be used on a desktop, and connected directly to other Windows desktops where NBF was

now almost universal.

9. The rise of NetWare

The popular use and growth of Novell NetWare began in 1985 with the simultaneous release

of NetWare 286 2.0a and the Intel 80286 16-bit processor. The 80286 CPU featured a new

16-bit protected mode that provided access to up to 16 MB RAM as well as new mechanisms

to aid multi-tasking. Prior to the 80286 CPU servers were based on the Intel 8086/8088 8/16-

bit processors, which were limited to an address space of 1MB with not more than 640 KB of

directly addressable RAM. The combination of a higher 16 MB RAM limit, 80286 processor

feature utilization, and 256 MB NetWare volume size limit allowed reliable, cost-effective

server-based local area networks to be built for the first time. The 16 MB RAM limit was

especially important, since it made enough RAM available for disk caching to significantly
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improve performance. This became the key to Novell's performance while also allowing

larger networks to be built. Another significant difference of NetWare 286 was that it was

hardware-independent, unlike competing server systems from 3Com. Novell servers could be

assembled using any brand system with an Intel 80286 or higher CPU, any MFM, RLL,

ESDI, or SCSI hard drive and any 8- or 16-bit network adapter for which Netware drivers

were available. Novell also designed a compact and simple DOS client software program that

allowed DOS stations to connect to a server and access the shared server hard drive. While

the NetWare server file system introduced a new, proprietary file system design, it looked

like a standard DOS volume to the workstation, ensuring compatibility with all existing DOS

programs.

10. Early years of Netware

NetWare was based on the consulting work by SuperSet Software, a group founded by the

friends Drew Major, Dale Neibaur, Kyle Powell and later Mark Hurst. This work was based

on their classwork at Brigham YoungUniversity in Provo, Utah, starting in October 1981. In

1983, Raymond Noorda engaged the work by the SuperSet team. The team was originally

assigned to create a CP/M disk sharing system to help network the CP/M hardware that

Novell was selling at the time. The team was privately convinced that CP/M was a doomed

platform and instead came up with a successful file sharing system for the newly introduced

IBM-compatible PC. They also wrote an application called Snipes, a text-mode game and

used it to test the new network and demonstrate its capabilities. Snipes was the first network

application ever written for a commercial personal computer, and it is recognized as one of

the precursors of many popular multiplayer games such as Doomand Quake. This network

operating system (NOS) was later called Novell NetWare. NetWare was based on the

NetWare Core Protocol (NCP), which is a packet-based protocol that enables a client to send

requests to and receive replies from a NetWare server. Initially NCP was directly tied to the

IPX/SPX protocol, and NetWare communicated natively using only IPX/SPX.

The first product to bear the NetWare name was released in 1983. It was called Netware 68

(aka S-Net); it ran on the Motorola 68000 processor on a proprietary Novell-built file server

and used a star network topology. This was soon joined by NetWare 86 V4.x, which was

written for the Intel 8086. This was replaced in 1985 with Advanced NetWare 86 version

1.0a which allowed more than one server on the same network. In 1986, after the Intel 80286

processor became available, Novell released Advanced NetWare 286 V1.0a and subsequently

V2.0B (that used IPX routing to allow up to 4 network cards in a server). In 1989, with the
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Intel 80386 available, Novell released NetWare 386. Later Novell consolidated the

numbering of their NetWare releases, with NetWare 386 becoming NetWare 3.x.

11. NetWare 286 2.x

NetWare version 2 was notoriously difficult to configure, since the operating system was

provided as a set of compiled object modules that required configuration and linking.

Compounding this inconvenience was that the process was designed to run from multiple

diskettes, which was slow and unreliable. Any change to the operating system required a re-

linking of the kernel and a reboot of the system, requiring at least 20 diskette swaps. An

additional complication in early versions was that the installation contained a proprietary

low-level format program for MFM hard drives, which was run automatically before the

software could be loaded, called COMPSURF. NetWare was administered using text-based

utilities such as SYSCON. The file system used by NetWare 2 was NetWare File System

286, or NWFS 286, supporting volumes of up to 256 MB. NetWare 286 recognized 80286

protected mode, extending NetWare's support of RAM from 1 MB to the full 16 MB

addressable by the 80286. A minimum of 2 MB was required to start up the operating system;

any additional RAM was used for FAT, DET and file caching. Since 16-bit protected mode

was implemented the i80286 and every subsequent Intel x86 processor, NetWare 286 version

2.x would run on any 80286 or later compatible processor. NetWare 2 implemented a number

of features inspired by mainframe and minicomputer systems that were not available in other

operating systems of the day. The System Fault Tolerance (SFT) features included standard

read-after-write verification (SFT-I) with on-the-fly bad block re-mapping (at the time, disks

did not have that feature built in) and software RAID1 (disk mirroring, SFT-II). The

Transaction Tracking System (TTS) optionally protected files against incomplete updates.

For single files, this required only a file attribute to be set. Transactions over multiple files

and controlled roll-backs were possible by programming to the TTS API. NetWare 286 2.x

supported two modes of operation: dedicated and non-dedicated. In dedicated mode, the

server used DOS only as a boot loader to execute the operating system file net$os.exe. All

memory was allocated to NetWare; no DOS ran on the server.

For non-dedicated operation, DOS 3.3 or higher would remain in memory, and the processor

would time-slice between the DOS and NetWare programs, allowing the server computer to

be used simultaneously as network file server and as a user workstation. All extended

memory (RAM above 1 MB) was allocated to NetWare, so DOS was limited to only 640kB;

an expanded memory manager would not work because NetWare 286 had control of 80286
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protected mode and the upper RAM, both of which were required for DOS to use expanded

memory. Time slicing was accomplished using the keyboard interrupt. This feature required

strict compliance with the IBM PC design model, otherwise performance was affected. Non-

dedicated NetWare was popular on small networks, although it was more susceptible to

lockups due to DOS program problems. In some implementations, users would experience

significant network slowdown when someone was using the console as a workstation.

NetWare 386 3.x and later supported only dedicated operation. Server licensing on early

versions of NetWare 286 was accomplished by using a key card. The key card was designed

for an 8-bit ISA bus, and had a serial number encoded on a ROM chip. The serial number had

to match the serial number of the NetWare software running on the server. To broaden the

hardware base, particularly to machines using the IBM MCA bus, later versions of NetWare

2.x did not require the key card; serialised license floppy disks were used in place of the key

cards.

12. NetWare 3.x

Starting with NetWare 3.x, support for 32-bit protected mode was added, eliminating the 16

mb memory limit of NetWare 286. This allowed larger hard drives to be supported, since

NetWare 3.x cached (copied) the entire file allocation table (FAT) and directory entry table

(DET) into memory for improved performance. By accident or design, the initial releases of

the client TSR programs modified the high 16 bits of the 32-bit 80386 registers, making them

unusable by any other program until this was fixed. The problem was noticed by Phil Katz

who added a switch to his PKZIP suite of programs to enable 32-bit register use only when

the Netware TSRs were not present. NetWare version 3 eased development and

administration by modularization. Each functionality was controlled by a software module

called a NetWare Loadable Module (NLM) loaded either at startup or when it was needed. It

was then possible to add functionality such as anti-virus software, backup software, database

and web servers, long name support (standard filenames were limited to 8 characters plus a

three letter extension, matching MS-DOS) or Macintosh style files.

NetWare continued to be administered using console-based utilities. The file system

introduced by NetWare 3.x and used by default until NetWare 5.x was NetWare File System

386, or NWFS 386, which significantly extended volume capacity (1 TB, 4 GB files) and

could handle up to 16 volume segments spanning multiple physical disk drives. Volume

segments could be added while the server was in use and the volume was mounted, allowing

a server to be expanded without interruption.
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Initially, NetWare used Bindery services for authentication. This was a stand-alone database

system where all user access and security data resided individually on each server. When an

infrastructure contained more than one server, users had to log-in to each of them

individually, and each server had to be configured with the list of all allowed users. "NetWare

Name Services" was a product that allowed user data to be extended across multiple servers,

and the Windows "Domain" concept is functionally equivalent to NetWare v3.x Bindery

services with NetWare Name Services added on (e.g. a 2-dimensional database, with a flat

namespace and a static schema). For a while, Novell also marketed an OEM version of

NetWare 3, called Portable NetWare, together with OEMs such as Hewlett-Packard, DEC

and Data General, who ported Novell source code to run on top of their Unix operating

systems. Portable NetWare did not sell well. While Netware 3.x was current, Novell

introduced its first high-availability clustering system, named NetWare SFT-III, which

allowed a logical server to be completely mirrored to a separate physical machine.

Implemented as a shared-nothing cluster, under SFT-III the OS was logically split into an

interrupt-driven I/O engine and the event-driven OS core. The I/O engines serialized their

interrupts (disk, network etc.) into a combined event stream that was fed to two identical

copies of the system engine through a fast (typically 100 Mbit/s) inter-server link. Because of

its non-preemptive nature, the OS core, stripped of non-deterministic I/O, behaves

deterministically, like a large finite state machine.

13. NetWare 4.x

Version 4 in 1993 also introduced NetWare Directory Services, later re-branded as Novell

Directory Services (NDS), based on X.500, which replaced the Bindery with a global

directory service, in which the infrastructure was described and managed in a single place.

Additionally, NDS provided an extensible schema, allowing the introduction of new object

types. This allowed a single user authentication to NDS to govern access to any server in the

directory tree structure. Users could therefore access network resources no matter on which

server they resided, although user license counts were still tied to individual servers. (Large

enterprises could opt for a license model giving them essentially unlimited per-server users if

they let Novell audit their total user count)

Version 4 also introduced a number of useful tools and features, such as transparent

compression at file system level and RSA public/private encryption.

Another new feature was the NetWare Asynchronous Services Interface (NASI). It allowed

network sharing of multiple serial devices, such as modems. Client port redirection occurred
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via an MS-DOS or Microsoft Windows driver allowing companies to consolidate modems

and analog phone lines.

14. Current NetWare situation

While Novell NetWare is still used by some organizations, its ongoing decline in popularity

began in the mid-1990's, when NetWare was the de-facto standard for file and print software

for the Intel x86 server platform. Modern (2009) NetWare and OES installations are used by

larger organizations that may need the added flexibility they provide.

Microsoft successfully shifted market share away from NetWare products toward their own

in the late-1990's. Microsoft more agressive marketing directly to management through major

magazines; Novell NetWare's was through IT specialist magazines with distribution limited

to select IT personnel. Although Windows-based networks were less reliable and more

expensive, Novell did not adapt their pricing structure accordingly and NetWare sales

suffered at the hands of those corporate decision makers whose valuation was based on initial

licensing fees. As a result organizations that still use NetWare, eDirectory, and Novell

software often have a hybrid infrastructure of NetWare, Linux, and Windows servers.

15. NetWare Aggressive caching

From the start, NetWare was designed to be used on servers with copious amounts of RAM.

The entire file allocation table (FAT) was read into RAM when a volume was mounted,

thereby requiring a minimum amount of RAM proportional to online disk space; adding a

disk to a server would often require a RAM upgrade as well. Unlike most competing network

operating systems prior to Windows NT, NetWare automatically used all otherwise unused

RAM for caching active files, employing delayed write-backs to facilitate re-ordering of disk

requests (elevator seeks). An unexpected shutdown could therefore corrupt data, making an

uninterruptible power supply practically a mandatory part of a server installation. The default

dirty cache delay time was fixed at 2.2 seconds in NetWare 286 versions 2.x. Starting with

NetWare 386 3.x, the dirty disk cache delay time and dirty directory cache delay time settings

controlled the amount of time the server would cache changed ("dirty") data before saving

(flushing) the data to a hard drive. The default setting of 3.3 seconds could be decreased to

0.5 seconds but not reduced to zero, while the maximum delay was 10 seconds. The option to

increase the cache delay to 10 seconds provided a significant performance boost. Windows

2000 and 2003 server do not allow adjustment to the cache delay time. Instead, they use an

algorithm that adjusts cache delay.
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Test, please read the instructions given below related to Course “Introduction to Software
Engineering”.

There are 5 sections in this course. All sections are mandatory.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction To Software Engineering

Object-Oriented Paradigm Overview

Object-Oriented Analysis

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Product Design

Class Design

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Implementation

Testing

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Project Management

Design Patterns

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Software Development Horror Stories

Completing And Presenting The Class Project

At the end of each section you will be required to give a short quiz on topics covered.

At any stage of the course, you can save the course and leave. You can continue later as
per your convenience.
This course will be available in your area

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction To Software Engineering

Object-Oriented Paradigm Overview

Object-Oriented Analysis
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Topic : Introduction To Software Engineering

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Understand the history of software engineering

 Understand the software engineering principles

 Understand the Education of software engineering

 Software Engineering Impact

 Areas of work

 Software Intelligence

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable

approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software, and the study of these

approaches. That is the application of engineering to software. The term software engineering

first appeared in the 1968 NATO Software Engineering Conference and was meant to

provoke thought regarding the current "software crisis" at the time. Since then, it has

continued as a profession and field of study dedicated to creating software that is of higher

quality, cheaper, maintainable, and quicker to build. Since the field is still relatively young

compared to its sister fields of engineering, there is still much work and debate around what

software engineering actually is, and if it deserves the title engineering. The C++

programming language allows programmers to define program-specific datatypes through the

use of structures and classes. Instances of these datatypes are known as objects and can

contain member variables, constants, member functions, and overloaded operators defined by

the programmer. Syntactically, structures and classes are extensions of the C struct datatype,

which cannot contain functions or overloaded operators.
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Key Points:

1. History

While the term software engineering was coined at a conference in 1968, the problems that it

tried to address started much earlier. The history of software engineering is inextricably

intertwined with the dueling histories of computer hardware and computer software.

When the modern digital computer first appeared in 1941, the instructions to make it operate

were wired into the machine. Practitioners quickly realized that this design was not flexible

and came up with the "stored program architecture" or von Neumann architecture. Thus the

first division between "hardware" and "software" began with abstraction being used to deal

with the complexity of computing.

Programming languages started to appear in the 1950s and this was also another major step in

abstraction. Major languages such as Fortran, Algol, and Cobol were released in the late

1950s to deal with scientific, algorithmic, and business problems respectively. E. W. Dijsktra

wrote his seminal paper, "Go To Statement Considered Harmful", in 1968 and David Parnas

introduced the key concept of modularity and information hiding in 1972 to help

programmers deal with the ever increasing complexity of software systems. A software

system for managing the hardware called an operating system was also introduced, most

notably by Unix in 1969. In 1967, the Simula language introduced the object-oriented

programming paradigm.

These advances in software were met with more advances in computer hardware. In the mid

1970s, the microcomputer was introduced, making it economical for hobbyists to obtain a

computer and write software for it. This in turn led to the now famous Personal Computer or

PC and Microsoft Windows. The Software Development Life Cycle or SDLC was also

starting to appear as a consensus for centralized construction of software in the mid 1980s.

The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the introduction of several new Simula-inspired object-

oriented programming languages, including C++, Smalltalk, and Objective C.

Open-source software started to appear in the early 90s in the form of Linux and other

software introducing the "bazaar" or decentralized style of constructing software . Then the

Internet and World Wide Web hit in the mid 90s changing the engineering of software once
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again. Distributed Systems gained sway as a way to design systems and the Java

programming language was introduced as another step in abstraction having its own virtual

machine. Programmers collaborated and wrote the Agile Manifesto that favored more light

weight processes to create cheaper and timelier software.

The current definition of software engineering is still being debated by practitioners today as

they struggle to come up with ways to produce software that is "cheaper, bigger, and

quicker".

2. Software engineering principles

While some areas, such as Ontario, Canada, license software engineers; most places in the

world have no laws regarding the profession of software engineers. Yet there are some guides

from the IEEE Computer Society and the ACM, the two main professional organizations of

software engineering. The Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge - 2004

Version or SWEBOK defines the field and gives coverage of the knowledge practicing

software engineers should know. There is also a "Software Engineering Code of Ethics".

In 2004, the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics counted 760,840 software engineers holding

jobs in the U.S.; in the same time period there were some 1.4 million practitioners employed

in the U.S.in all other engineering disciplines combined. Due to its relative newness as a field

of study, formal education in software engineering is often taught as part of a computer

science curriculum, and as a result most software engineers hold computer science degrees.

Most software engineers work as employees or contractors. Software engineers work with

businesses, government agencies (civilian or military), and non-profit organizations. Some

software engineers work for themselves as freelancers. Some organizations have specialists to

perform each of the tasks in the software development process. Other organizations require

software engineers to do many or all of them. In large projects, people may specialize in only

one role. In small projects, people may fill several or all roles at the same time.

Specializations include: in industry (analysts, architects, developers, testers, technical

support, managers) and in academia (educators, researchers).

There is considerable debate over the future employment prospects for Software Engineers

and other IT Professionals. For example, an online futures market called the "ITJOBS Future
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of IT Jobs in America" attempts to answer whether there will be more IT jobs, including

software engineers, in 2012 than there were in 2002.

Professional certification of software engineers is a contentious issue. Some see it as a tool to

improve professional practice.

Most successful certification programs in the software industry are oriented toward specific

technologies, and are managed by the vendors of these technologies. These certification

programs are tailored to the institutions that would employ people who use these

technologies.

The ACM had a professional certification program in the early 1980s, which was

discontinued due to lack of interest. . As of 2006[update], the IEEE had certified over 575

software professionals. In Canada the Canadian Information Processing Society has

developed a legally recognized professional certification called Information Systems

Professional (ISP).

Many students in the developed world have avoided degrees related to software engineering

because of the fear of offshore outsourcing (importing software products or services from

other countries) and of being displaced by foreign visa workers. Although government

statistics do not currently show a threat to software engineering itself; a related career,

computer programming does appear to have been affected. Often one is expected to start out

as a computer programmer before being promoted to software engineer. Thus, the career path

to software engineering may be rough, especially during recessions.

Some career counselors suggest a student also focus on "people skills" and business skills

rather than purely technical skills because such "soft skills" are allegedly more difficult to

offshore. It is the quasi-management aspects of software engineering that appear to be what

has kept it from being impacted by globalization.

3. Education

Knowledge of programming is the main pre-requisite to becoming a software engineer, but it

is not sufficient. Many software engineers have degrees in Computer Science due to the lack

of software engineering programs in higher education. However, this has started to change

with the introduction of new software engineering degrees, especially in post-graduate
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education. A standard international curriculum for undergraduate software engineering

degrees was defined by the CCSE. In 1998, the US Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)

established the first doctorate program in Software Engineering in the world. Steve

McConnell opines that because most universities teach computer science rather than software

engineering, there is a shortage of true software engineers. In 2004 the IEEE Computer

Society produced the SWEBOK, which has become an ISO standard describing the body of

knowledge covered by a software engineer.

4. Software Engineering Impact

In a general sense, the term information system (IS) refers to a system of persons, data

records and activities that process the data and information in an organization, and it includes

the organization's manual and automated processes. In a narrow sense, the term information

system (or computer-based information system) refers to the specific application software

that is used to store data records in a computer system and automates some of the

information-processing activities of the organization. Computer-based information systems

are in the field of information technology. The discipline of Business process modeling

describes the business processes supported by information systems. In computer security, an

information system is described by the following components:

 Repositories, which hold data permanently or temporarily, such as buffers, RAM, hard disks,

cache, etc. Usually, a database management system

 Interfaces, which exchange information with the non-digital world, such as keyboards,

speakers, scanners, printers, etc.

 Channels, which connect repositories, such as buses, cables, wireless links, etc. A Network is

a set of logical or physical: an introduction to informatics in Organizations. .

 The common view of an information system is that of an Information processor, that involves

Input-Process-Output.

Information technology is a very important malleable resource available to executives. Many

companies have created a position of Chief Information Officer (CIO) that sits on the

executive board with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO),

Chief Operating Officer (COO) and Chief Technical Officer (CTO).The CTO may also serve

as CIO, and vice versa. The Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), who focuses on

information security within an organization, normally reports to the CIO.
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There are five types of information system. These are transaction processing systems,

executive support systems, business systems, knowledge work systems and office

information systems.

5. Areas of work

Information Systems has a number of different areas of work:

 Information Systems Strategy

 Information Systems Management

 Information Systems Development

There are a wide variety of career paths in the information systems discipline. "Workers with

specialized technical knowledge and strong communications skills will have the best

prospects. People with management skills and an understanding of business practices and

principles will have excellent opportunities, as companies are increasingly looking to

technology to drive their revenue."

6. Software Intelligence

Business intelligence often uses key performance indicators (KPIs) to assess the present state

of business and to prescribe a course of action. Examples of KPIs include lead conversion

rate (in sales) and inventory turnover (in inventory management). Prior to the widespread

adoption of computer and web applications, when information had to be manually input and

calculated, performance data was often not available for weeks or months. Recently[update],

banks have tried to make data available at shorter intervals and have reduced delays. The KPI

methodology was further expanded with the Chief Performance Officer methodology which

incorporated KPIs and root cause analysis into a single methodology.

Businesses that face higher operational/credit risk loading, such as credit card companies and

"wealth management" services, often make KPI-related data available weekly. In some cases,

companies may even offer a daily analysis of data. This fast pace requires analysts to use IT

systems to process large volumes of data.
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Topic : Object-Oriented Paradigm Overview

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 History

 Problems and patterns

 Object-Oriented programming paradigm

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A programming language can support multiple paradigms. For example programs

written in C++ or Object Pascal can be purely procedural, or purely object-oriented, or

contain elements of both paradigms. Software designers and programmers decide how to use

those paradigm elements. Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming paradigm

that uses "objects" and their interactions to design applications and computer programs.

Programming techniques may include features such as encapsulation, modularity,

polymorphism, and inheritance. It was not commonly used in mainstream software

application development until the early 1990s. Many modern programming languages now

support OOP.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Object-oriented programming can trace its roots to the 1960s. As hardware and software

became increasingly complex, quality was often compromised. Researchers studied ways to

maintain software quality and developed object-oriented programming in part to address

common problems by strongly emphasizing discrete, reusable units of programming logic.

The methodology focuses on data rather than processes, with programs composed of self-

sufficient modules (objects) each containing all the information needed to manipulate its own

data structure.
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The Simula programming language was the first to introduce the concepts underlying object-

oriented programming (objects, classes, subclasses, virtual methods, coroutines, garbage

collection, and discrete event simulation) as a superset of Algol. Simula was used for physical

modeling, such as models to study and improve the movement of ships and their content

through cargo ports. Smalltalk was the first programming language to be called "object-

oriented".

OOP may be seen as a collection of cooperating objects, as opposed to the more conventional

model, in which a program is seen as a list of tasks (subroutines) to perform. In OOP, each

object is capable of receiving messages, processing data, and sending messages to other

objects.

Each object can be viewed as an independent machine with a distinct role or responsibility.

The actions (or "operators") on the objects are closely associated with the object. For

example, the data structures tend to carry their own operators around with them (or at least

"inherit" them from a similar object or class). The conventional approach tends to consider

data and behavior separately.

2. History

The concept of objects and instances in computing had its first major breakthrough with the

PDP-1 system at MIT which was probably the earliest example of capability based

architecture. Another early example was Sketchpad made by Ivan Sutherland in 1963;

however, this was an application and not a programming paradigm. Objects as programming

entities were introduced in the 1960s in Simula 67, a programming language designed for

making simulations, created by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard of the Norwegian

ComputingCenter in Oslo. (They were working on ship simulations, and were confounded by

the combinatorial explosion of how the different attributes from different ships could affect

one another. The idea occurred to group the different types of ships into different classes of

objects, each class of objects being responsible for defining its own data and behavior.) Such

an approach was a simple extrapolation of concepts earlier used in analog programming. On

analog computers, mapping from real-world phenomena/objects to analog phenomena/objects

(and conversely), was (and is) called 'simulation'. Simula not only introduced the notion of

classes, but also of instances of classes, which is probably the first explicit use of those
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notions. The ideas of Simula 67 influenced many later languages, especially Smalltalk and

derivatives of Lisp and Pascal.

The Smalltalk language, which was developed at Xerox PARC in the 1970s, introduced the

term object-oriented programming to represent the pervasive use of objects and messages as

the basis for computation. Smalltalk creators were influenced by the ideas introduced in

Simula 67, but Smalltalk was designed to be a fully dynamic system in which classes could

be created and modified dynamically rather than statically as in Simula 67. Smalltalk and

with it OOP were introduced to a wider audience by the August 1981 issue of Byte magazine.

In the 1970s, Kay's Smalltalk work had influenced the Lisp community to incorporate object-

based techniques which were introduced to developers via the Lisp machine. In the 1980s,

there were a few attempts to design processor architectures which included hardware support

for objects in memory but these were not successful. Examples include the Intel iAPX 432

and the Linn Smart Rekursiv.

Object-oriented programming developed as the dominant programming methodology during

the mid-1990s, largely due to the influence of C++. Its dominance was further enhanced by

the rising popularity of graphical user interfaces, for which object-oriented programming

seems to be well-suited. An example of a closely related dynamic GUI library and OOP

language can be found in the Cocoaframeworks on Mac OS X, written in Objective C, an

object-oriented, dynamic messaging extension to C based on Smalltalk. OOP toolkits also

enhanced the popularity of event-driven programming (although this concept is not limited to

OOP). Some feel that association with GUIs (real or perceived) was what propelled OOP into

the programming mainstream.

At ETH Zrich, Niklaus Wirth and his colleagues had also been investigating such topics as

data abstraction and modular programming. Modula-2 included both, and their succeeding

design, Oberon, included a distinctive approach to object orientation, classes, and such. The

approach is unlike Smalltalk, and very unlike C++.

Object-oriented features have been added to many existing languages during that time,

including Ada, BASIC, Fortran, Pascal, and others. Adding these features to languages that

were not initially designed for them often led to problems with compatibility and

maintainability of code.
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In the past decade Java has emerged in wide use partially because of its similarity to C and to

C++, but perhaps more importantly because of its implementation using a virtual machine

that is intended to run code unchanged on many different platforms. This last feature has

made it very attractive to larger development shops with heterogeneous environments.

Microsoft's .NET initiative has a similar objective and includes/supports several new

languages, or variants of older ones, and also uses the idea of a virtual machine, which

enables it to run on other platforms besides Microsoft's (one implementation for Linux and

Mac OS X being the Mono Project).

More recently, a number of languages have emerged that are primarily object-oriented yet

compatible with procedural methodology, such as Python and Ruby. Probably the most

commercially important recent object-oriented languages are Visual Basic .NET (VB.NET)

and C#, both designed for Microsoft's .NET platform, and Java, developed by Sun

Microsystems. VB.NET and C# both support cross-language inheritance, allowing classes

defined in one language to subclass classes defined in the other language. Recently many

universities have begun to teach Object-oriented design in introductory computer science

classes.

Just as procedural programming led to refinements of techniques such as structured

programming, modern object-oriented software design methods include refinements such as

the use of design patterns, design by contract, and modeling languages (such as UML).

3. Problems and patterns

There are a number of programming challenges which a developer encounters regularly in

object-oriented design. There are also widely accepted solutions to these problems. The best

known are the design patterns codified by Gamma et al, but in a broader sense the term

"design patterns" can be used to refer to any general, repeatable solution to a commonly

occurring problem in software design. Some of these commonly occurring problems have

implications and solutions particular to object-oriented development.

3.1 Gang of Four design patterns

Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software is an influential book

published in 1995 by Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides,
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sometimes casually called the "Gang of Four". Along with exploring the capabilities

and pitfalls of object-oriented programming, it describes 23 common programming

problems and patterns for solving them. As of April 2007, the book was in its 36th

printing.

3.2 Object-orientation and databases

Both object-oriented programming and relational database management systems

(RDBMSs) are extremely common in software today[update]. Since relational

databases don't store objects directly (though some RDBMSs have object-oriented

features to approximate this), there is a general need to bridge the two worlds. There are

a number of widely used solutions to this problem. One of the most common is object-

relational mapping, as found in libraries like Java Data Objects and Ruby on Rails'

ActiveRecord.

There are also object databases which can be used to replace RDBMSs, but these have

not been as commercially successful as RDBMSs.

4. Object-Oriented Programming Paradigm

Initially, computers were programmed using binary code that represented control sequences

fed to the computer CPU. This was difficult and error-prone. Programs written in binary are

said to be written in machine code, which is a very low-level programming paradigm.

To make programming easier, assembly languages were developed. These replaced machine

code functions with mnemonics and memory addresses with labels. Assembly language

programming is also a low-level paradigm although it is a second generation paradigm.

Although assembly language is an improvement over machine code, it is still prone to errors,

and difficult to debug and maintain.

The next advance was the development of procedural languages. These third-generation

languages, the first described as high-level languages, use vocabulary related to the problem

being solved. For example, COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) uses terms like

file, move and copy.
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FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) and ALGOL (ALGOrithmic Language) were

developed mainly for scientific and engineering problems, although one of the ideas behind

the development of ALGOL was that it was an appropriate language to define algorithms.

BASIC (Beginners All purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) was developed to enable more

people to write programs. All these languages follow the procedural paradigm. That is, they

describe, step by step, exactly the procedure that should be followed to solve a problem.

The problem with procedural languages is that it can be difficult to reuse code and to modify

solutions when better methods of solution are developed. In order to address these problems,

object-oriented languages (like Eiffel, Smalltalk and Java) were developed. In these

languages data, and methods of manipulating the data, are kept as a single unit called an

object. The only way that a user can access the data is via the object's methods. This means

that, once an object is fully working, it cannot be corrupted by the user. It also means that the

internal workings of an object may be changed without affecting any code that uses the

object.

A further advance was made when declarative programming paradigms were developed. In

these languages the computer is told what the problem is, not how to solve the problem.

Given a database or a set of rules, the computer searches for a solution. In declarative

programs, the computer is not given a procedure to follow. Instead, the desired results are

described directly. One example is XAML (pronounced zammel [ˈzmɫ̩]), a declarative

language used to describe user interfaces in Silverlight and WPF.

Another recent programming paradigm is functional programming. Programs written using

this paradigm use functions, which may call other functions (including themselves). These

functions have inputs and outputs. Variables, as used in procedural languages, are not used in

functional languages. Functional languages make a great deal of use of recursion
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Topic : Object-Oriented Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Understand the introduction of OOD

 Understand the object-oriented design topics

 Understand some design principles and strategies using C++

 Understand types of Requirements

 Understand attempted solutions

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Object-oriented design is the process of planning a system of interacting objects

for the purpose of solving a software problem. It is one approach to software design.

Key Points:

1. Requirement Analysis

Requirements analysis in systems engineering and software engineering, encompasses those

tasks that go into determining the needs or conditions to meet for a new or altered product,

taking account of the possibly conflicting requirements of the various stakeholders, such as

beneficiaries or users.

Requirements analysis is critical to the success of a development project. Requirements must

be actionable, measurable, testable, related to identified business needs or opportunities, and

defined to a level of detail sufficient for system design.

An object contains encapsulated data and procedures grouped together to represent an entity.

The 'object interface', how the object can be interacted, is also defined. An object-oriented

program is described by the interaction of these objects. Object-oriented design is the

discipline of defining the objects and their interactions to solve a problem that was identified

and documented during object-oriented analysis.
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From a business perspective, Object Oriented Design refers to the objects that make up that

business. For example, in a certain company, a business object can consist of people, data

files and database tables, artefacts, equipment, vehicles, etc.

What follows is a description of the class-based subset of object-oriented design, which does

not include object prototype-based approaches where objects are not typically obtained by

instancing classes but by cloning other (prototype) objects.

2. Object-oriented design topics

2.1 Input (sources) for object-oriented design

The input for object-oriented design is provided by the output of object-oriented

analysis. Realize that an output artefact does not need to be completely developed to

serve as input of object-oriented design; analysis and design may occur in parallel,

and in practice the results of one activity can feed the other in a short feedback cycle

through an iterative process. Both analysis and design can be performed

incrementally, and the artefacts can be continuously grown instead of completely

developed in one shot.

Some typical input artefacts for object-oriented design are:

o Conceptual model: Conceptual model is the result of object-oriented analysis, it

captures concepts in the problem domain. The conceptual model is explicitly

chosen to be independent of implementation details, such as concurrency or

data storage.

o Use case: Use case is description of sequences of events that, taken together,

lead to a system doing something useful. Each use case provides one or more

scenarios that convey how the system should interact with the users called

actors to achieve a specific business goal or function. Use case actors may be

end users or other systems. In many circumstances use cases are further

elaborated into use case diagrams. Use case diagrams are used to identify the

actor (users or other systems) and the processes they perform.
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o System Sequence Diagram: System Sequence diagram (SSD) is a picture that

shows, for a particular scenario of a use case, the events that external actors

generate, their order, and possible inter-system events.

o User interface documentations (if applicable): Document that shows and

describes the look and feel of the end product's user interface. It is not

mandatory to have this, but it helps to visualize the end-product and therefore

helps the designer.

o Relational data model (if applicable): A data model is an abstract model that

describes how data is represented and used. If an object database is not used,

the relational data model should usually be created before the design, since the

strategy chosen for object-relational mapping is an output of the OO design

process. However, it is possible to develop the relational data model and the

object-oriented design artefacts in parallel, and the growth of an artefact can

stimulate the refinement of other artefacts.

2.2 Object-oriented concepts

The five basic concepts of object-oriented design are the implementation level

features that are built into the programming language. These features are often

referred to by these common names:

o Object/Class: A tight coupling or association of data structures with the methods

or functions that act on the data. This is called a class, or object (an object is

created based on a class). Each object serves a separate function. It is defined

by its properties, what it is and what it can do. An object can be part of a class,

which is a set of objects that are similar.

o Information hiding: The ability to protect some components of the object from

external entities. This is realized by language keywords to enable a variable to

be declared as private or protected to the owning class.

o Inheritance: The ability for a class to extend or override functionality of another

class. The so-called subclass has a whole section that is the superclass and

then it has its own set of functions and data.
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o Interface: The ability to defer the implementation of a method. The ability to

define the functions or methods signatures without implementing them.

o Polymorphism: The ability to replace an object with its subobjects. The ability

of an object-variable to contain, not only that object, but also all of its

subobjects.

2.3 Designing concepts

o Defining objects, creating class diagram from conceptual diagram: Usually map

entity to class.

o Identifying attributes.

o Use design patterns (if applicable): A design pattern is not a finished design, it is

a description of a solution to a common problem, in a context. The main

advantage of using a design pattern is that it can be reused in multiple

applications. It can also be thought of as a template for how to solve a problem

that can be used in many different situations and/or applications. Object-

oriented design patterns typically show relationships and interactions between

classes or objects, without specifying the final application classes or objects

that are involved.

o Define application framework (if applicable): Application framework is a term

usually used to refer to a set of libraries or classes that are used to implement

the standard structure of an application for a specific operating system. By

bundling a large amount of reusable code into a framework, much time is

saved for the developer, since he/she is saved the task of rewriting large

amounts of standard code for each new application that is developed.

o Identify persistent objects/data (if applicable): Identify objects that have to last

longer than a single runtime of the application. If a relational database is used,

design the object relation mapping.

o Identify and define remote objects (if applicable).
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2.4 Output (deliverables) of object-oriented design

o Sequence Diagrams: Extend the System Sequence Diagram to add specific

objects that handle the system events.

o A sequence diagram shows, as parallel vertical lines, different processes or

objects that live simultaneously, and, as horizontal arrows, the messages

exchanged between them, in the order in which they occur.

o Class diagram: A class diagram is a type of static structure UML diagram that

describes the structure of a system by showing the system's classes, their

attributes, and the relationships between the classes. The messages and classes

identified through the development of the sequence diagrams can serve as

input to the automatic generation of the global class diagram of the system.

3. Some design principles and strategies using C++

 Dependency injection: The basic idea is that if an object depends upon having an instance of

some other object then the needed object is "injected" into the dependent object; for example,

being passed a database connection as an argument to the constructor instead of creating one

internally.

 Acyclic dependencies principle: The dependency graph of packages or components should

have no cycles. This is also referred to as having a directed acyclic graph. For example,

package C depends on package B, which depends on package A. If package A also depended

on package C, then you would have a cycle.

 Composite reuse principle: Favor polymorphic composition of objects over inheritance

4. Types of Requirements

Requirements are categorized in several ways. The following are common categorizations of

requirements that relate to technical management.

4.1 Customer Requirements

Statements of fact and assumptions that define the expectations of the system in terms

of mission objectives, environment, constraints, and measures of effectiveness and
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suitability (MOE/MOS). The customers are those that perform the eight primary

functions of systems engineering, with special emphasis on the operator as the key

customer. Operational requirements will define the basic need and, at a minimum,

answer the questions posed in the following listing:

o Operational distribution or deployment: Where will the system be used?

o Mission profile or scenario: How will the system accomplish its mission

objective?

o Performance and related parameters: What are the critical system parameters to

accomplish the mission?

o Utilization environments: How are the various system components to be used?

o Effectiveness requirements: How effective or efficient must the system be in

performing its mission?

o Operational life cycle: How long will the system be in use by the user?

o Environment: What environments will the system be expected to operate in an

effective manner?

4.2 Functional Requirements

Functional requirements explain what has to be done, and identified The necessary

task, action or activity that must be accomplished. Functional requirements analysis

will be used as the toplevel functions for functional analysis

4.3 Performance Requirements

The extent to which a mission or function must be executed; generally measured in

terms of quantity, quality, coverage, timeliness or readiness. During requirements

analysis, performance (how well does it have to be done) requirements will be

interactively developed across all identified functions based on system life cycle

factors; and characterized in terms of the degree of certainty in their estimate, the

degree of criticality to system success, and their relationship to other requirements.
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4.4 Design Requirements

The build to, code to, and buy to requirements for products and how to execute

requirements for processes expressed in technical data packages and technical

manuals.

4.5 Derived Requirements

Requirements that are implied or transformed from higher-level requirement. For

example, a requirement for long range or high speed may result in a design

requirement for low weight.

4.6 Allocated Requirements

A requirement that is established by dividing or otherwise allocating a high-level

requirement into multiple lower-level requirements. Example: A 100-pound item that

consists of two subsystems might result in weight requirements of 70 pounds and 30

pounds for the two lower-level items.

5. Attempted solutions

One attempted solution to communications problems has been to employ specialists in

business or system analysis. Techniques introduced in the 1990s like prototyping, Unified

Modeling Language (UML), use cases, and Agile software development are also intended as

solutions to problems encountered with previous methods.

Also, a new class of application simulation or application definition tools have entered the

market. These tools are designed to bridge the communication gap between business users

and the IT organization and also to allow applications to be 'test marketed' before any code is

produced. The best of these tools offer:

 electronic whiteboards to sketch application flows and test alternatives

 ability to capture business logic and data needs

 ability to generate high fidelity prototypes that closely imitate the final application

 interactivity

 capability to add contextual requirements and other comments
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 ability for remote and distributed users to run and interact with the simulation

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Product Design

Class Design

Topic : Product Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Design considerations

 Modeling language

 Object persistence

 User interface design

 Principles of User Interface Design

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Software design is a process of problem-solving and planning for a software

solution. After the purpose and specifications of software are determined, software

developers will design or employ designers to develop a plan for a solution. It includes low-

level component and algorithm implementation issues as well as the architectural view. The

software requirements analysis (SRA) step of a software development process yields

specifications that are used in software engineering. If the software is "semiautomated" or

user centered, software design may involve user experience design yielding a story board to

help determine those specifications. If the software is completely automated (meaning no

user or user interface), a software design may be as simple as a flow chart or text describing a

planned sequence of events. There are semi-standard methods like Unified Modeling
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Language and Fundamental modeling concepts. In either case some documentation of the

plan is usually the product of the design.

Key Points:

1. Design considerations

There are many aspects to consider in the design of a piece of software. The importance of

each should reflect the goals the software is trying to achieve. Some of these aspects are:

 Compatibility - The software is able to operate with other products that are designed for

interoperability with another product. For example, a piece of software may be backward-

compatible with an older version of itself.

 Extensibility - New capabilities can be added to the software without major changes to the

underlying architecture.

 Fault-tolerance - The software is resistant to and able to recover from component failure.

 Maintainability - The software can be restored to a specified condition within a specified

period of time. For example, antivirus software may include the ability to periodically receive

virus definition updates in order to maintain the software's effectiveness.

 Modularity - the resulting software comprises well defined, independent components. That

leads to better maintainability. The components could be then implemented and tested in

isolation before being integrated to form a desired software system. This allows division of

work in a software development project.

 Packaging - Printed material such as the box and manuals should match the style designated

for the target market and should enhance usability. All compatibility information should be

visible on the outside of the package. All components required for use should be included in

the package or specified as a requirement on the outside of the package.

 Reliability - The software is able to perform a required function under stated conditions for a

specified period of time.

 Reusability - the modular components designed should capture the essence of the

functionality expected out of them and no more or less. This single-minded purpose renders

the components reusable wherever there are similar needs in other designs.

 Robustness - The software is able to operate under stress or tolerate unpredictable or invalid

input. For example, it can be designed with a resilience to low memory conditions.

 Security - The software is able to withstand hostile acts and influences.
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 Usability - The software user interface must be intuitive (and often aesthetically pleasing) to

its target user/audience. In many cases, online help should be included and also carefully

designed.

2. Modeling language

A modeling language is any artificial language that can be used to express information or

knowledge or systems in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. The rules are

used for interpretation of the meaning of components in the structure. A modeling language

can be graphical or textual. Examples of graphical modeling languages for software design

are:

2.1 Business Process Modeling Notation

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a graphical representation for

specifying business processes in a workflow. BPMN was developed by Business

Process Management Initiative (BPMI), and is currently maintained by the Object

Management Group since the two organizations merged in 2005. The current version

of BPMN is 1.1, and a major revision process for BPMN 2.0 is in progress.

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a standard for business process

modeling, and provides a graphical notation for specifying business processes in a

Business Process Diagram (BPD), based on a flowcharting technnique very similar to

activity diagrams from Unified Modeling Language (UML). The objective of BPMN

is to support business process management for both technical users and business users

by providing a notation that is intuitive to business users yet able to represent complex

process semantics. The BPMN specification also provides a mapping between the

graphics of the notation to the underlying constructs of execution languages,

particularly Business Process Execution Language.

The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a standard notation that is readily

understandable by all business stakeholders. These business stakeholders include the

business analysts who create and refine the processes, the technical developers

responsible for implementing the processes, and the business managers who monitor

and manage the processes. Consequently, BPMN is intended to serve as common
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language to bridge the communication gap that frequently occurs between business

process design and implementation.

Currently there are several competing standards for business process modeling

languages used by modeling tools and processes. Widespread adoption of the BPMN

will help unify the expression of basic business process concepts (e.g., public and

private processes, choreographies), as well as advanced process concepts (e.g.,

exception handling, transaction compensation).

2.2 EXPRESS (data modeling language)

EXPRESS is a standard data modeling language for product data. EXPRESS is

formalized in the ISO Standard for the Exchange of Product model STEP (ISO

10303), and standardized as ISO 10303-11.

Data models formally define data objects and relationships among data objects for a

domain of interest. Some typical applications of data models include supporting the

development of databases and enabling the exchange of data for a particular area of

interest. Data models are specified in a data modeling language. EXPRESS is a data

modeling language defined in ISO 10303-11, the EXPRESS Language Reference

Manual..

An EXPRESS data model can be defined in two ways, textually and graphically. For

formal verification and as input for tools such as SDAI the textual representation

within an ASCII file is the most important one. The graphical representation on the

other hand is often more suitable for human use such as explanation and tutorials. The

graphical representation, called EXPRESS-G, is not able to represent all details that

can be formulated in the textual form.

EXPRESS is similar to programming languages such as PASCAL. Within a

SCHEMA various datatypes can be defined together with structural constraints and

algorithmic rules. A main feature of EXPRESS is the possibility to formally validate a

population of datatypes - this is to check for all the structural and algorithmic rules.

EXPRESS-G is a standard graphical notation for information models. It is a useful

companion to the EXPRESS language for displaying entity and type definitions,
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relationships and cardinality. This graphical notation supports a subset of the

EXPRESS language. One of the advantages of using EXPRESS-G over EXPRESS is

that the structure of a data model can be presented in a more understandable manner.

A disadvantage of EXPRESS-G is that complex constraints cannot be formally

specified. Figure 1 is an example. The data model presented in figure could be used to

specify the requirements of a database for an audio compact disc (CD) collection.

2.3 Extended Enterprise Modeling Language

Extended Enterprise Modeling Language (EEML) in software engineering is a

modeling language used for business process modeling across a number of layers.

Extended Enterprise Modeling Language (EEML) is modeling language, which

combines structural modeling, process modeling, goal modeling with goal hierarchies,

and resource modeling. It is used in practice to bridge the type of goal modeling used

in common requirements engineering to other modeling approaches. The process

logic in EEML is mainly expressed through nested structures of tasks and decision

points. The sequencing of tasks is expressed by the flow relation between decision

points. Each task has an input port and the output port being decision points for

modeling process logic.

EEML is intended to be a simple language, which makes it easy to update models. In

addition to capturing the various tasks(can consist of several sub-tasks) and their

interdependencies, models show which roles perform each task, and the tools, services

and information they apply.

2.4 Flowchart

A flowchart is common type of chart, that represents an algorithm or process,

showing the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by connecting these with

arrows. Flowcharts are used in analyzing, designing, documenting or managing a

process or program in various fields.

Flowcharts are used in designing and documenting complex processes. Like other

types of diagram, they help visualize what is going on and thereby help the viewer to

understand a process, and perhaps also find flaws, bottlenecks, and other less-obvious
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features within it. There are many different types of flowcharts, and each type has its

own repertoire of boxes and notational conventions. The two most common types of

boxes in a flowchart are:

o a processing step, usually called activity, and denoted as a rectangular box

o a decision, usually denoted as a diamond.

A flowchart is described as "cross-functional" when the page is divided into different

swimlanes describing the control of different organizational units. A symbol

appearing in a particular "lane" is within the control of that organizational unit. This

technique allows the author to locate the responsibility for performing an action or

making a decision correctly, showing the responsibility of each organizational unit for

different parts of a single process.

Flowcharts depict certain aspects of processes and they are usually complemented by

other types of diagram. For instance, Kaoru Ishikawa defined the flowchart as one of

the seven basic tools of quality control, next to the histogram, Pareto chart, check

sheet, control chart, cause-and-effect diagram, and the scatter diagram. Similarly, in

UML, a standard concept-modeling notation used in software development, the

activity diagram, which is a type of flowchart, is just one of many different diagram

types.

2.5 Fundamental modeling concepts

Fundamental Modeling Concepts (FMC) provide a framework to describe software-

intensive systems. It strongly emphasizes the communication about software-intensive

systems by using a semi-formal graphical notation that can easily be understood.

FMC distinguishes three perspectives to look at a software system:

o Structure of the system

o Processes in the system

o Value domains of the system
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FMC defines a dedicated diagram type for each perspective. FMC diagrams use a

simple and lean notation. The purpose of FMC diagrams is to facilitate the

communication about a software system, not only between technical experts but also

between technical experts and business or domain experts. The comprehensibility of

FMC diagrams has made them famous among its supporters.

The common approach when working with FMC is to start with a high-level diagram

of the compositional structure of a system. This big picture diagram serves as a

reference in the communication with all involved stakeholders of the project. Later

on, the high-level diagram is iteratively refined to model technical details of the

system. Complementary diagrams for processes observed in the system or value

domains found in the system are introduced as needed.

2.6 IDEF

IDEF (Integration DEFinition) is a family of modeling languages in the field of

systems and software engineering. They cover a range of uses from function modeling

to information, simulation, object-oriented analysis and design and knowledge

acquisition. These "definition languages" have become standard modeling techniques.

Specifically, the initial (and most-widely recognized) languages are IDEF0, which is a

functional modeling language building on SADT, and IDEF1, which addresses

information models; an adaptation of IDEF1, called IDEF1X, was subsequently

created to address database design issues. The IDEF languages were developed under

funding from U.S. Air Force and, as such, are in the public domain.

2.7 JacksonStructured Programming

Jackson Structured Programming or JSP is a method for structured programming

based on correspondences between data stream structure and program structure. JSP

structures programs and data in terms of sequences, iterations and selections, and as a

consequence it is applied when designing a program's detailed control structure,

below the level where object-oriented methods become important.

JSP was originally developed in the 1970s by Michael A. Jackson and documented in

his 1975 book Principles of Program Design. Jackson's aim was to make COBOL
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batch file processing programs easier to modify and maintain, but the method can be

used to design programs for any programming language that has structured control

constructs, languages such as C, Java and Perl. Despite its age, JSP is still in use and

is supported by diagramming tools such as Microsoft's Visio and CASE tools such as

Jackson Workbench .

Jackson Structured Programming was seen by many as related to Warnier Structured

Programming, but the latter method focused almost exclusively on the structure of the

output stream. JSP and Warnier's method both structure programs and data using only

sequences, iterations and selections, so they essentially create programs that are

parsers for regular expressions which simultaneously match the program's input and

output data streams.

Because JSP focusses on the existing input and output data streams, designing a

program using JSP is claimed to be more straightforward than with other structured

programming methods, avoiding the leaps of intuition needed to successfully program

using methods such as top-down decomposition.

2.8 Lepus3

LePUS3 is an object-oriented, visual Design Description Language, namely a

software modeling language and a formal specification language that is suitable

primarily for modeling large object-oriented (Java, C++, C#) programs and design

motifs such as design patterns . It is defined as an axiomatized subset of First-order

predicate logic.

2.9 Unified Modeling Language

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-purpose modeling

language in the field of software engineering. UML includes a set of graphical

notation techniques to create abstract models of specific systems.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an open method used to specify, visualise,

construct and document the artifacts of an object-oriented software-intensive system

under development. UML offers a standard way to write a system's blueprints,

including conceptual components such as:
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o actors,

o business processes and

o system's components, and activities

as well as concrete things such as:

o programming language statements,

o database schemas, and

o reusable software components.

UML combines the best practice from data modeling concepts such as entity

relationship diagrams, business modeling (work flow), object modeling and

component modeling. It can be used with all processes, throughout the software

development life cycle, and across different implementation technologies. UML has

succeeded the concepts of the Booch method, the Object-modeling technique (OMT)

and Object-oriented software engineering (OOSE) by fusing them into a single,

common and widely usable modeling language. UML aims to be a standard modeling

language which can model concurrent and distributed systems. UML is not an

industry standard, but is taking shape under the auspices of the Object Management

Group (OMG). OMG has initially called for information on object-oriented

methodologies, that might create a rigorous software modeling language. Many

industry leaders have responded in earnest to help create the standard.

UML models may be automatically transformed to other representations (e.g. Java) by

means of QVT-like transformation languages, supported by the OMG. UML is

extensible, offering the following mechanisms for customization: profiles and

stereotype. The semantics of extension by profiles have been improved with the UML

1.0 major revision.

3. Object persistence

Object persistence is an object-oriented, in-memory, language-specific, persistent data

storage and retrieval model used in computer programming. It is based on the techniques of
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system snapshotting and transaction journalling. The first usage of the term and generic,

publicly-available implementation of object prevalence was Prevayler, written for Java by

Klaus Wuestefeld in 2001.

In the prevalent model, the object data is kept in memory in native, language-specific object

format, rather than being marshalled to an RDBMS or other data storage system. A snapshot

of data is regularly saved to disk, and in addition to this, all changes are serialised and a log

of transactions is also stored on disk.

4. User interface design

User interface design or user interface engineering is the design of computers, appliances,

machines, mobile communication devices, software applications, and websites with the focus

on the user's experience and interaction. Where traditional graphic design seeks to make the

object or application physically attractive, the goal of user interface design is to make the

user's interaction as simple and efficient as possible, in terms of accomplishing user

goalswhat is often called user-centered design. Where good graphic/industrial design is bold

and eye catching, good user interface design is to facilitate finishing the task at hand over

drawing unnecessary attention to itself. Graphic design may be utilized to apply a theme or

style to the interface without compromising its usability. The design process of an interface

must balance the meaning of its visual elements that conform the mental model of operation,

and the functionality from a technical engineering perspective, in order to create a system that

is both usable and easy to adapt to the changing user needs.

User Interface design is involved in a wide range of projects from computer systems, to cars,

to commercial planes; all of these projects involve much of the same basic human interaction

yet also require some unique skills and knowledge. As a result, user interface designers tend

to specialize in certain types of projects and have skills centered around their expertise,

whether that be software design, user research, web design, or industrial design.

5. Principles of User Interface Design

Principles of User Interface Design are intended to improve the quality of user interface

design. According to Larry Constantine and Lucy Lockwood in their usage-centered design,

these principles are:
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 The structure principle: Design should organize the user interface purposefully, in meaningful

and useful ways based on clear, consistent models that are apparent and recognizable to users,

putting related things together and separating unrelated things, differentiating dissimilar

things and making similar things resemble one another. The structure principle is concerned

with overall user interface architecture.

 The simplicity principle: The design should make simple, common tasks easy,

communicating clearly and simply in the user's own language, and providing good shortcuts

that are meaningfully related to longer procedures.

 The visibility principle: The design should make all needed options and materials for a given

task visible without distracting the user with extraneous or redundant information. Good

designs don't overwhelm users with alternatives or confuse with unneeded information.

 The feedback principle: The design should keep users informed of actions or interpretations,

changes of state or condition, and errors or exceptions that are relevant and of interest to the

user through clear, concise, and unambiguous language familiar to users.

 The tolerance principle: The design should be flexible and tolerant, reducing the cost of

mistakes and misuse by allowing undoing and redoing, while also preventing errors wherever

possible by tolerating varied inputs and sequences and by interpreting all reasonable actions.

 The reuse principle: The design should reuse internal and external components and behaviors,

maintaining consistency with purpose rather than merely arbitrary consistency, thus reducing

the need for users to rethink and remember.

Topic : Class Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Reasons for using classes

 Instantiation

 Interfaces and methods

 Structure of a class
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 Information hiding and encapsulation

 Associations between classes

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In object-oriented programming, a class is a programming language construct that

is used as a blueprint to create objects. This blueprint includes attributes and methods that the

created objects all share. Usually, a class represents a person, place, or thing - it is an

abstraction of a concept within a computer program. Fundamentally, it encapsulates the state

and behavior of that which it conceptually represents. It encapsulates state through data

placeholders called member variables; it encapsulates behavior through reusable code called

methods. More technically, a class is a cohesive package that consists of a particular kind of

metadata. It describes the rules by which objects behave; these objects are referred to as

instances of that class. A class has both an interface and a structure. The interface describes

how the class and its instances can be interacted with via methods, while the structure

describes how the data is partitioned into attributes within an instance. A class may also have

a representation (metaobject) at runtime, which provides runtime support for manipulating

the class-related metadata. In object-oriented design, a class is the most specific type of an

object in relation to a specific layer. Programming languages that support classes all subtly

differ in their support for various class-related features. Most support various forms of class

inheritance. Many languages also support features providing encapsulation, such as access

specifiers.

Key Points:

1. Reasons for using classes

Classes, when used properly, can accelerate development by reducing redundant code entry,

testing and bug fixing. If a class has been thoroughly tested and is known to be a solid work,

it is typically the case that using or extending the well-tested class will reduce the number of

bugs - as compared to the use of freshly-developed or ad hoc code - in the final output. In

addition, efficient class reuse means that many bugs need be fixed in only one place when

problems are discovered.
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Another reason for using classes is to simplify the relationships of interrelated data. Rather

than writing code to repeatedly call a GUI window drawing subroutine on the terminal screen

(as would be typical for structured programming), it is more intuitive to represent the window

as an object and tell it to draw itself as necessary. With classes, GUI items that are similar to

windows (such as dialog boxes) can simply inherit most of their functionality and data

structures from the window class. The programmer then need only add code to the dialog

class that is unique to its operation. Indeed, GUIs are a very common and useful application

of classes, and GUI programming is generally much easier with a good class framework.

2. Instantiation

A class is used to create new instances (objects) by instantiating the class. Instances of a class

share the same set of attributes, yet may differ in what those attributes contain. For example,

a class "Person" would describe the attributes common to all instances of the Person class.

Each person is generally alike, but varies in such attributes as "height" and "weight". The

class would list types of such attributes and also define the actions which a person can

perform: "run", "jump", "sleep", "walk", etc. One of the benefits of programming with classes

is that all instances of a particular class will follow the defined behavior of the class they

instantiate.

In most languages, the structures as defined by the class determine how the memory used by

its instances will be laid out. This technique is known as the cookie-cutter model. The

alternative to the cookie-cutter model is the model of Python, wherein objects are structured

as associative key-value containers. In such models, objects that are instances of the same

class could contain different instance variables, as state can be dynamically added to the

object. This may resemble prototype-based languages in some ways, but it is not equivalent.

In strictly mathematical branches of computer science the term object is used in a purely

mathematical sense to refer to any thing. While this interpretation is useful in the discussion

of abstract theory, it is not concrete enough to serve as a primitive datatype in the discussion

of more concrete branches (such as programming) that are closer to actual computation and

information processing. Therefore, objects are still conceptual entities, but generally

correspond directly to a contiguous block of computer memory of a specific size at a specific

location. This is because computation and information processing ultimately require a form

of computer memory. Objects in this sense are fundamental primitives needed to accurately
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define concepts such as references, variables, and name binding. This is why the rest of this

article will focus on the concrete interpretation of object rather than the abstract one object

oriented programming.

Note that although a block of computer memory can appear contiguous on one level of

abstraction and incontiguous on another, the important thing is that it appears contiguous to

the program that treats it as an object. That is, an object's private implementation details must

not be exposed to clients of the object, and they must be able to change without requiring

changes to client code. In particular, the size of the block of memory that forms the object

must be able to change without changes to client code.

Objects exist only within contexts that are aware of them; a piece of computer memory only

holds an object if a program treats it as such (for example by reserving it for exclusive use by

specific procedures and/or associating a data type with it). Thus, the lifetime of an object is

the time during which it is treated as an object. This is why they are still conceptual entities,

despite their physical presence in computer memory.

In other words, abstract concepts that do not occupy memory space at runtime are, according

to the definition, not objects; e.g., design patterns exhibited by a set of classes, data types in

statically typed programs.

3. Interfaces and methods

Objects define their interaction with the outside world through the methods that they expose.

A method, or instance method, is a subroutine (function) with a special property that it has

access to data stored in an object (instance). Methods that manipulate the data of the object

and perform tasks are sometimes described as behavior.

Methods form the object's interface with the outside world; the buttons on the front of your

television set, for example, are the interface between you and the electrical wiring on the

other side of its plastic casing. You press the "power" button to toggle the television on and

off. In this example, the television is the instance, each method is represented by a button,

and all the buttons together comprise the interface. In its most common form, an interface is a

specification of a group of related methods without any associated implementation of the

methods.
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Every class implements (or realizes) an interface by providing structure (i.e. data and state)

and method implementations (i.e. providing code that specifies how methods work). There is

a distinction between the definition of an interface and the implementation of that interface.

In most languages, this line is usually blurred, because a class declaration both defines and

implements an interface. Some languages, however, provide features that help separate

interface and implementation. For example, an abstract class can define an interface without

providing implementation, and in the Dylan language, class definitions do not even define

interfaces.

Interfaces may also be defined to include a set of auxiliary functions called static methods or

class methods. Static methods, like instance methods, are exclusively associated with the

class. They differ from instance methods in that they do not work with instances of the class;

that is, static methods neither require an instance of the class nor can they access the data of

such an instance. For example, getting the total number of televisions in existence could be a

static method of the television class. This method is clearly associated with the class, yet is

outside the domain of each individual instance of the class. Another example is a static

method that finds a particular instance out of the set of all television sets.

Languages that support class inheritance also allow classes to inherit interfaces from the

classes that they are derived from. In languages that support access specifiers, the interface of

a class is considered to be the set of public members of the class, including both methods and

attributes (via implicit getter and setter methods); any private members or internal data

structures are not intended to be depended on by client code and thus are not part of the

interface.

The object-oriented programming methodology is designed in such a way that the operations

of any interface of a class are usually chosen to be independent of each other. It results in a

client-server (or layered) design where servers do not depend in any way on the clients. An

interface places no requirements for clients to invoke the operations of one interface in any

particular order. This approach has the benefit that client code can assume that the operations

of an interface are available for use whenever the client holds a valid reference to the object.
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4. Structure of a class

Along with having an interface, a class contains a description of structure of data stored in the

instances of the class. The data is partitioned into attributes (or properties, fields, data

members). Going back to the television set example, the myriad attributes, such as size and

whether it supports color, together comprise its structure. A class represents the full

description of a television, including its attributes (structure) and buttons (interface).

The state of an instance's data is stored in some resource, such as memory or a file. The

storage is assumed to be located in a specific location, such that it is possible to access the

instance through references to the identity of the instances. However, the actual storage

location associated with an instance may change with time. In such situations, the identity of

the object does not change. The state is encapsulated and every access to the state occurs

through methods of the class.

A class also describes a set of invariants that are preserved by every method in the class. An

invariant is a constraint on the state of an object that should be satisfied by every object of the

class. The main purpose of the invariants is to establish what objects belong to the class. An

invariant is what distinguishes data types and classes from each other; that is, a class does not

allow use of all possible values for the state of the object, and instead allows only those

values that are well-defined by the semantics of the intended use of the data type. The set of

supported (public) methods often implicitly establishes an invariant. Some programming

languages support specification of invariants as part of the definition of the class, and enforce

them through the type system. Encapsulation of state is necessary for being able to enforce

the invariants of the class.

Some languages allow an implementation of a class to specify constructor (or initializer) and

destructor (or finalizer) methods that specify how instances of the class are created and

destroyed, respectively. A constructor that takes arguments can be used to create an instance

from passed-in data. The main purpose of a constructor is to establish the invariant of the

class, failing if the invariant isn't valid. The main purpose of a destructor is to destroy the

identity of the instance, invalidating any references in the process. Constructors and

destructors are often used to reserve and release, respectively, resources associated with the

object. In some languages, a destructor can return a value which can then be used to obtain a
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public representation (transfer encoding) of an instance of a class and simultaneously destroy

the copy of the instance stored in current thread's memory.

A class may also contain static attributes or class attributes, which contain data that are

specific to the class yet are common to all instances of the class. If the class itself is treated as

an instance of a hypothetical metaclass, static attributes and static methods would be instance

attributes and instance methods of that metaclass.

4.1 Run-time representation of classes

As a data type, a class is usually considered as a compile-time construct. A language

may also support prototype or factory metaobjects that represent run-time information

about classes, or even represent metadata that provides access to reflection facilities

and ability to manipulate data structure formats at run-time. Many languages

distinguish this kind of run-time type information about classes from a class on the

basis that the information is not needed at run-time. Some dynamic languages do not

make strict distinctions between run-time and compile-time constructs, and therefore

may not distinguish between metaobjects and classes.

For example: if Human is a metaobject representing the class Person, then instances

of class Person can be created by using the facilities of the Human metaobject.

5. Information hiding and encapsulation

Many languages support the concept of information hiding and encapsulation, typically with

access specifiers for class members. Access specifiers specify constraints on who can access

which class members. Some access specifiers may also control how classes inherit such

constraints. Their primary purpose is to separate the interface of a class with its

implementation.

A common usage of access specifiers is to separate the internal data structures of a class from

its interface; that is, the internal data structures are private. Public accessor methods can be
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used to inspect or alter such private data. The various object-oriented programming languages

enforce this to various degrees. For example, the Java language does not allow client code to

access the private data of a class at all, whereas in languages like Objective-C or Perl client

code can do whatever it wants. In C++ language, private methods are visible but not

accessible in the interface; however, they are commonly made invisible by explicitly

declaring fully abstract classes that represent the interfaces of the class.

Access specifiers do not necessarily control visibility, in that even private members may be

visible to client code. In some languages, an inaccessible but visible member may be referred

to at run-time (e.g. pointer to it can be returned from member functions), but all attempts to

use it by referring to the name of the member from client code will be prevented by the type

checker. Object-oriented design uses the access specifiers in conjunction with careful design

of public method implementations to enforce class invariants. Access specifiers are intended

to protect against accidental use of members by clients, but are not suitable for run-time

protection of object's data.

Some languages, such as Ruby, support instance-private and instance-protected access

specifiers in lieu of (or in addition to) class-private and class-protected, respectively. They

differ in that they restrict access based on the instance itself, rather than the instance's class.

In addition, some languages, such as C++, support a mechanism where a function explicitly

declared as friend of the class may access the members designated as private or protected.

6. Associations between classes

In object-oriented design and in UML, an association between two classes is a type of a link

between the corresponding objects. A (two-way) association between classes A and B

describes a relationship between each object of class A and some objects of class B, and vice

versa. Associations are often named with a verb, such as "subscribes-to".

An association role type describes the role type of an instance of a class when the instance

participates in an association. An association role type is related to each end of the

association. A role describes an instance of a class from the point of view of a situation in

which the instance participates in the association. Role types are collections of role

(instance)s grouped by their similar properties. For example, a "subscriber" role type
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describes the property common to instances of the class "Person" when they participate in a

"subscribes-to" relationship with the class "Magazine". Also, a "Magazine" has the

"subscribed magazine" role type when the subscribers subscribe-to it.

Association role multiplicity describes how many instances correspond to each instance of

the other class(es) of the association. Common multiplicities are "0..1", "1..1", "1..*" and

"0..*", where the "*" specifies any number of instances. There are some special kinds of

associations between classes.

6.1Composition

Composition between class A and class B describes a has-a relationship where

instances of class B have shorter or same lifetime than the lifetime of the

corresponding instances of the enclosing class. Class B is said to be a part of class A.

This is often implemented in programming languages by allocating the data storage of

instances of class A to contain a representation of instances of class B.

Aggregation is a variation of composition that describes that instances of a class are

part of instances of the other class, but the constraint on lifetime of the instances is not

required. The implementation of aggregation is often via a pointer or reference to the

contained instance. In both cases, method implementations of the enclosing class can

invoke methods of the part class. A common example of aggregation is a list class.

When a list's lifetime is over, it does not necessarily mean the lifetimes of the objects

within the list are also over.

6.2 Inheritance

Another type of class association is inheritance, which involves subclasses and

superclasses, also known respectively as child classes (or derived classes) and parent

classes (or base classes). If [car] was a class, then [station wagon] and [mini-van]

might be two subclasses. If [Button] is a subclass of [Control], then all buttons are

controls. In other words, inheritance is an is-a relationship between two classes.

Subclasses usually consist of several kinds of modifications (customizations) to their

respective superclasses: addition of new instance variables, addition of new methods

and overriding of existing methods to support the new instance variables.
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Conceptually, a superclass should be considered as a common part of its subclasses.

This factoring of commonality is one mechanism for providing reuse. Thus, extending

a superclass by modifying the existing class is also likely to narrow its applicability in

various situations. In object-oriented design, careful balance between applicability

and functionality of superclasses should be considered. Subclassing is different from

subtyping in that subtyping deals with common behaviour whereas subclassing is

concerned with common structure.

Some programming languages (for example C++) allow multiple inheritance - they

allow a child class to have more than one parent class. This technique has been

criticized by some for its unnecessary complexity and being difficult to implement

efficiently, though some projects have certainly benefited from its use. Java, for

example has no multiple inheritance, as its designers felt that it would add

unnecessary complexity. Java instead allows inheriting from multiple pure abstract

classes (called interfaces in Java).

Sub- and superclasses are considered to exist within a hierarchy defined by the

inheritance relationship. If multiple inheritance is allowed, this hierarchy is a directed

acyclic graph (or DAG for short), otherwise it is a tree. The hierarchy has classes as

nodes and inheritance relationships as links. The levels of this hierarchy are called

layers or levels of abstraction. Classes in the same level are more likely to be

associated than classes in different levels.

There are two slightly different points of view as to whether subclasses of the same

class are required to be disjoint. Sometimes, subclasses of a particular class are

considered to be completely disjoint. That is, every instance of a class has exactly one

most-derived class, which is a subclass of every class that the instance has. This view

does not allow dynamic change of object's class, as objects are assumed to be created

with a fixed most-derived class. The basis for not allowing changes to object's class is

that the class is a compile-time type, which does not usually change at runtime, and

polymorphism is utilized for any dynamic change to the object's behavior, so this

ability is not necessary. And design that does not need to perform changes to object's

type will be more robust and easy-to-use from the point of view of the users of the

class.
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From another point of view, subclasses are not required to be disjoint. Then there is

no concept of a most-derived class, and all types in the inheritance hierarchy that are

types of the instance are considered to be equally types of the instance. This view is

based on a dynamic classification of objects, such that an object may change its class

at runtime. Then object's class is considered to be its current structure, but changes to

it are allowed. The basis for allowing changes to object's class is a perceived

inconvenience caused by replacing an instance with another instance of a different

type, since this would require change of all references to the original instance to be

changed to refer to the new instance. When changing the object's class, references to

the existing instances do not need to be replaced with references to new instances

when the class of the object changes. However, this ability is not readily available in

all programming languages. This analysis depends on the proposition that dynamic

changes to object structure are common. This may or may not be the case in practice.

6.3 Languages without inheritance

Although class-based languages are commonly assumed to support inheritance,

inheritance is not an intrinsic aspect of the concept of classes. There are languages

that support classes yet do not support inheritance. Examples are earlier versions of

Visual Basic. These languages, sometimes called "object-based languages", do not

provide the structural benefits of statically type-checked interfaces for objects. This is

because in object-based languages, it is possible to use and extend data structures and

attach methods to them at run-time. This precludes the compiler or interpreter from

being able to check the type information specified in the source code as the type is

built dynamically and not defined statically. Most of these languages allow for

instance behaviour and complex operational polymorphism (see dynamic dispatch and

polymorphism).

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Implementation

Testing
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Topic : Implementation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Implementation Approaches

 Implementation Assessment

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A product software implementation method is a systematically structured

approach to effectively integrate software-based service or component into the workflow of

an organizational structure or an individual end-user. This entry focuses on the process

modeling (Process Modeling) side of the implementation of large (explained in complexity

differences) product software, using the implementation of Enterprise Resource Planning

systems as the main example to elaborate on.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

A product software implementation method is a blueprint to get users and/or organizations

running with a specific software product. The method is a set of rules and views to cope with

the most common issues that occur when implementing a software product: business

alignment from the organizational view and acceptance from the human view. The

implementation of product software, as the final link in the deployment chain of software

production, is in a financial perspective of a major issue. It is stated that the implementation

of (product) software consumes up to 1/3 of the budget of a software purchase (more than

hardware and software requirements together).

The complexity of implementing product software differs on several issues. Examples are:

the number of end users that will use the product software, the effects that the implementation
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has on changes of tasks and responsibilities for the end user, the culture and the integrity of

the organization where the software is going to be used and the budget available for acquiring

product software.

In general, differences are identified on a scale of size (bigger, smaller, more, less). An

example of the smaller product software is the implementation of an office package. However

there could be a lot of end users in an organization, the impact on the tasks and

responsibilities of the end users will not be too intense, as the daily workflow of the end user

is not changing significantly. An example of larger product software is the implementation of

an Enterprise Resource Planning system. The implementation requires in-depth insights on

the architecture of the organization as well as of the product itself, before it can be aligned.

Next, the usage of an ERP system involves much more dedication of the end users as new

tasks and responsibilities will never be created or will be shifted. Examples of other "larger"

product software are:

 Enterprise resource planning software

 Customer relationship management software

 Content management system software

 Human resource management systems

 Supply chain management software

Process modeling, used to align product software and organizational structures, involves a

major issue, when the conclusion is drawn that the product software and the organizational

structure do not align well enough for the software to be implemented. In this case, two

alternatives are possible: the customization of the software or the redesign of the

organizational structure, thus the business processes.

Customizing the software actually transforms the product software in tailor-made software, as

the idea of standardized software no longer applies. This may result in loss of support on the

software and the need to acquire consultancy when issues arise in the usage of the software.

Customizing however results in a situation where the organizational integrity is not adjusted,

which puts less pressure on the end users, as less changes or shifts in workflows are required.

This fact may positively add to the acceptance of any new (product) software application

used and may thus decrease the implementation time and budget on the soft side of the

implementation budget.
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Redesigning business processes is more sensible for causing resistance in the usage of

product software, as altered business processes will alter tasks and responsibilities for the end

users of the product software. However, while the product software is not altered, better

support, training and service levels are possible, because the support was created for the

specific integrity of the software.

2. Implementation Approaches

2.1 The guiding principle versus the profession

Another issue on the implementation process of product software is the choice, or

actually the question, to what extent an implementation method should be used.

Implementation methods can on the one hand be used as a guiding principle,

indicating that the method serves as a global idea about how the implementation

phase of any project should run. This choice leaves more room for situational factors

that are not taken into account in the chosen method, but will result in ambiguity

when questions arise in the execution of the implementation process.

On the other hand methods can be used as a profession, meaning that the method

should be taken strict and the usage of the method should be a profession, instead of a

guiding principle. This view is very useful if the implementation process is very

complex and is very dependent on exact and precise acting. Organizational and

quality management will embrace this view, as a strict usage of any method results in

more clarity on organizational level. Change management however might indicate

that more flexibility in an implementation method leaves more room for the soft side

of implementation processes.

2.2 Implementation frameworks

Apart from implementation methods serving as the set of rules to implement a

specific product or service, implementation frameworks serve as the project managed

structure to define the implementation phase in time, budget and quality.

Several project management methods can serve as a basis to perform the

implementation method. Since this entry focuses on the implementation of product
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software, the best project management methods suitable for supporting the

implementation phase are project management methods that focus on software and

information systems itself as well. The applicability of using a framework for

implementation methods is clarified by the examples of using DSDM and Prince2 as

project management method frameworks.

2.3 DSDM

The power of DSDM is that the method uses the principles of iteration and

incremental value, meaning that projects are carried out in repeating phases where

each phase adds value to the project. In this way implementation phases can be

carried out incrementally, adding value to for example the degree of acceptance,

awareness and skills within every increment [F. Von Meyenfeldt, Basiskennis

projectmanagement, Academic Service 1999]. Besides in the management of chance

scope, increments are also usable in the process modeling scope of implementation

phases. Using increments can align process models of business architectures and

product software as adding more detail in every increment of the phase draws both

models closer. The DSDM also has room for phased training, documentation and

reviewing.

The image below illustrates how implementation phases are supported by the usage of

DSDM, focusing on management of change, process modeling and support.

2.4 Prince2

As DSDM does, the Prince2 method acknowledges implementation as a phase within

the method. Prince2 consists of a set of processes, of which 3 processes are especially

meant for implementation. The processes of controlling a stage, managing product

delivery and managing stage boundaries enable an implementation process to be

detailed in with factors as time and quality. The Prince2 method can be carried out

iteratively but is also suitable for a straight execution of the processes.

As explained, the possibility to execute different phases of the implementation

process iteratively enables the process to be executed by incrementally aligning the

product to be implemented with the end-user (organization).
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3. Implementation Assessment

Using an embedded method brings the power that the method is designed to implement the

software product that the method comes with. This suggests a less complicated usage of the

method and more support possibilities. The negative aspect of an embedded method

obviously is that it can only be used for specific product software. Engineers and consultants,

operating with several software products, could have more use of a general method, to have

just one way of working.

Using a generic method like ERP modeling has the power that the method can be used for

several ERP systems. Unlike embedded methods, the usage of generic methods enables

engineers and consultants that operate in a company where several ERP systems are

implemented in customer organizations, to adapt to one specific working method, instead of

having to acquire skills for several embedded models. Generic methods have however the

lack that implementation projects could become too situational, resulting in difficulties and

complexity in the execution of the modeling process, as less support will be available.

One way to implement product software is through usage of an embedded method or model.

Embedded models are part of the auxiliary materials (see: definition of product software) that

come with the software package.

Implementing a software product using an embedded model implies not only that the model

is (mostly) only usable with the specific software product, but also that the product can or

should only be implemented using the model. Embedded methods can thus be seen as very

specific ways implementing product software. Examples of software products with an

embedded method are:

 Implementing SAP (SAP R/3), using the ARIS embedded model.

 Implementing the Baan ERP system, using Dynamic Enterprise Modeling (DEM).

 Implementing Oracle E-Business Suite, using Oracle Application Implementation Method

(AIM).

Generic implementation methods are not meant for a specific software product but for

common usage in implementing product software products. This usage is going to be

elaborated on using the example of implementing product software using Object Process
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Methodology. This methodology is very useful in for example ERP modeling: the modeling

of ERP systems in order to implement it into an organizational structure.

Topic : Testing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 What is Testing?

 Software testing topics

 Testing methods

 Testing process

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Software Testing is an empirical investigation conducted to provide stakeholders

with information about the quality of the product or service under test, with respect to the

context in which it is intended to operate. This includes, but is not limited to, the process of

executing a program or application with the intent of finding software bugs.

Key Points:

1. What is Testing?

Testing can never completely establish the correctness of computer software. Instead, it

furnishes a criticism or comparison that compares the state and behaviour of the product

against oraclesprinciples or mechanisms by which someone might recognize a problem.

These oracles may include (but are not limited to) specifications, comparable products, past

versions of the same product, inferences about intended or expected purpose, user or

customer expectations, relevant standards, applicable laws, or other criteria.

The separation of debugging from testing was initially introduced by Glenford J. Myers in

1979. Although his attention was on breakage testing ("a successful test is one that finds a

bug"), it illustrated the desire of the software engineering community to separate fundamental
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development activities, such as debugging, from that of verification. Dave Gelperin and

William C. Hetzel classified in 1988 the phases and goals in software testing in the following

stages:

 Until 1956 - Debugging oriented

 1957-1978 - Demonstration oriented

 1979-1982 - Destruction oriented

 1983-1987 - Evaluation oriented

 1988-2000 - Prevention oriented

Over its existence, computer software has continued to grow in complexity and size. Every

software product has a target audience. For example, the audience for video game software is

completely different from banking software. Therefore, when an organization develops or

otherwise invests in a software product, it presumably must assess whether the software

product will be acceptable to its end users, its target audience, its purchasers, and other

stakeholders. Software testing is the process of attempting to make this assessment.

A study conducted by NIST in 2002 reports that software bugs cost the U.S. economy $59.5

billion annually. More than a third of this cost could be avoided if better software testing was

performed.

2. Software testing topics

2.1 Scope

A primary purpose for testing is to detect software failures so that defects may be

uncovered and corrected. This is a non-trivial pursuit. Testing cannot establish that a

product functions properly under all conditions but can only establish that it does not

function properly under specific conditions. The scope of software testing often

includes examination of code as well as execution of that code in various

environments and conditions as well as examining the aspects of code: does it do what

it is supposed to do and do what it needs to do. In the current culture of software

development, a testing organization may be separate from the development team.

There are various roles for testing team members. Information derived from software

testing may be used to correct the process by which software is developed.
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2.2 Defects and failures

Not all software defects are caused by coding errors. One common source of

expensive defects is caused by requirements gaps, e.g., unrecognized requirements,

that result in errors of omission by the program designer. A common source of

requirements gaps is non-functional requirements such as testability, scalability,

maintainability, usability, performance, and security.

Software faults occur through the following process. A programmer makes an error

(mistake), which results in a defect (fault, bug) in the software source code. If this

defect is executed, in certain situations the system will produce wrong results, causing

a failure. Not all defects will necessarily result in failures. For example, defects in

dead code will never result in failures. A defect can turn into a failure when the

environment is changed. Examples of these changes in environment include the

software being run on a new hardware platform, alterations in source data or

interacting with different software. A single defect may result in a wide range of

failure symptoms.

2.3 Compatibility

A frequent cause of software failure is compatibility with another application or new

operating system (or, increasingly web browser version). In the case of lack of

backward compatibility this can occur because the programmers have only considered

coding the programs for, or testing the software, on the latest operating system they

have access to or else, in isolation (no other conflicting applications running at the

same time) or under 'ideal' conditions ('unlimited' memory; 'superfast' processor; latest

operating system incorporating all updates, etc). In effect, everything is running "as

intended" but only when executing at the same time on the same machine with the

particular combination of software and/or hardware. These are some of the hardest

failures to predict, detect and test for and many are therefore discovered only after

release into the larger world with its largely unknown mix of applications, software

and hardware. It is likely that an experienced programmer will have had exposure to

these factors through "co-evolution" with several older systems and be much more

aware of potential future compatibility problems and therefore tend to use tried and

tested functions or instructions rather than always the latest available which may not
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be fully compatible with earlier mixtures of software/hardware. This could be

considered a prevention oriented strategy that fits well with the latest testing phase.

2.4 Input combinations and preconditions

A problem with software testing is that testing under all combinations of inputs and

preconditions (initial state) is not feasible, even with a simple product. This means

that the number of defects in a software product can be very large and defects that

occur infrequently are difficult to find in testing. More significantly, non-functional

dimensions of quality (how it is supposed to be versus what it is supposed to do) -- for

example, usability, scalability, performance, compatibility, reliability -- can be highly

subjective; something that constitutes sufficient value to one person may be

intolerable to another.

2.5 Static vs. dynamic testing

There are many approaches to software testing. Reviews, walkthroughs or inspections

are considered as static testing, whereas actually executing programmed code with a

given set of test cases is referred to as dynamic testing. The former can be, and

unfortunately in practice often is, omitted, whereas the latter takes place when

programs begin to be used for the first time - which is normally considered the

beginning of the testing stage. This may actually begin before the program is 100%

complete in order to test particular sections of code (modules or discrete functions).

For example, Spreadsheet programs are, by their very nature, tested to a large extent

"on the fly" during the build process as the result of some calculation or text

manipulation is shown interactively immediately after each formula is entered.

2.6 The software testing team

Software testing can be done by software testers. Until the 1950s the term "software

tester" was used generally, but later it was also seen as a separate profession.

Regarding the periods and the different goals in software testing there have been

established different roles: test lead/manager, test designer, tester, test

automater/automation developer, and test administrator.
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2.7 Software Quality Assurance (SQA)

Though controversial, software testing may be viewed as an important part of the

software quality assurance (SQA) process. In SQA, software process specialists and

auditors take a broader view on software and its development. They examine and

change the software engineering process itself to reduce the amount of faults that end

up in defect rate. What constitutes an acceptable defect rate depends on the nature of

the software. An arcade video game designed to simulate flying an airplane would

presumably have a much higher tolerance for defects than mission critical software

such as that used to control the functions of an airliner. Although there are close links

with SQA, testing departments often exist independently, and there may be no SQA

function in some companies.

Software Testing is a task intended to detect defects in software by contrasting a

computer program's expected results with its actual results for a given set of inputs.

By contrast, QA is the implementation of policies and procedures intended to prevent

defects from occurring in the first place.

3. Testing methods

Software testing methods are traditionally divided into black box testing and white box

testing. These two approaches are used to describe the point of view that a test engineer takes

when designing test cases.

3.1 Black box testing

Black box testing treats the software as a black box without any knowledge of internal

implementation. Black box testing methods include equivalence partitioning,

boundary value analysis, all-pairs testing, fuzz testing, model-based testing,

traceability matrix, exploratory testing and specification-based testing.

Specification-based testing aims to test the functionality according to the

requirements. Thus, the tester inputs data and only sees the output from the test

object. This level of testing usually requires thorough test cases to be provided to the

tester who then can simply verify that for a given input, the output value (or
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behavior), is the same as the expected value specified in the test case. Specification-

based testing is necessary but insufficient to guard against certain risks.

The black box tester has no "bonds" with the code, and a tester's perception is very

simple: a code MUST have bugs. Using the principle, "Ask and you shall receive,"

black box testers find bugs where programmers don't. BUT, on the other hand, black

box testing is like a walk in a dark labyrinth without a flashlight, because the tester

doesn't know how the back end was actually constructed. That's why there are

situations when 1. A black box tester writes many test cases to check something that

can be tested by only one test case and/or 2. Some parts of the back end are not tested

at all

3.2 White box testing

White box testing (a.k.a. clear box testing, glass box testing, transparent box testing,

translucent box testing or structural testing) uses an internal perspective of the system

to design test cases based on internal structure. It requires programming skills to

identify all paths through the software. The tester chooses test case inputs to exercise

paths through the code and determines the appropriate outputs. In electrical hardware

testing, every node in a circuit may be probed and measured; an example is in-circuit

testing (ICT).

Since the tests are based on the actual implementation, if the implementation changes,

the tests probably will need to change, too. For example ICT needs updates if

component values change, and needs modified/new fixture if the circuit changes. This

adds financial resistance to the change process, thus buggy products may stay buggy.

Automated optical inspection (AOI) offers similar component level correctness

checking without the cost of ICT fixtures, however changes still require test updates.

While white box testing is applicable at the unit, integration and system levels of the

software testing process, it is typically applied to the unit. While it normally tests

paths within a unit, it can also test paths between units during integration, and

between subsystems during a system level test. Though this method of test design can

uncover an overwhelming number of test cases, it might not detect unimplemented
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parts of the specification or missing requirements, but one can be sure that all paths

through the test object are executed.

3.3 Grey Box Testing

In recent years the term grey box testing has come into common usage. This involves

having access to internal data structures and algorithms for purposes of designing the

test cases, but testing at the user, or black-box level.

Manipulating input data and formatting output do not qualify as grey-box because the

input and output are clearly outside of the black-box we are calling the software under

test. This is particularly important when conducting integration testing between two

modules of code written by two different developers, where only the interfaces are

exposed for test. Grey box testing may also include reverse engineering to determine,

for instance, boundary values or error messages.

3.4 Acceptance testing

Acceptance testing generally involves running a suite of tests on the completed

system. Each individual test, known as a case, exercises a particular operating

condition of the user's environment or feature of the system, and will result in a pass

or fail boolean outcome. There is generally no degree of success or failure. The test

environment is usually designed to be identical, or as close as possible, to the

anticipated user's environment, including extremes of such. These test cases must

each be accompanied by test case input data or a formal description of the operational

activities (or both) to be performedintended to thoroughly exercise the specific

caseand a formal description of the expected results.

Acceptance Tests/Criterion (in Agile Software Development) are usually created by

business customers and expressed in a business domain language. These are high

level tests to test the completeness of a user story or stories 'played' during any

sprint/iteration. These tests are created ideally through collaboration between business

customers, business analysts, testers and developers, however the business customers

(product owners) are the primary owners of these tests. As the user stories pass their

acceptance criteria, the business owners can be sure of the fact that the developers are
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progressing in the right direction about how the application was envisaged to work

and so it's essential that these tests include both business logic tests as well as UI

validation elements (if need be).

Acceptance test cards are ideally created during sprint planning or iteration planning

meeting, before development begins so that the developers have a clear idea of what

to develop. Sometimes (due to bad planning!) acceptance tests may span multiple

stories (that are not implemented in the same sprint) and there are different ways to

test them out during actual sprints. One popular technique is to mock external

interfaces or data to mimick other stories which might not be played out during an

iteration (as those stories may have been relatively lower business priority). A user

story is not considered complete until the acceptance tests have passed.

3.5 Regression Testing

Regression testing is any type of software testing which seeks to uncover software

regressions. Such regressions occur whenever software functionality that was

previously working correctly stops working as intended. Typically regressions occur

as an unintended consequence of program changes. Common methods of regression

testing include re-running previously run tests and checking whether previously fixed

faults have re-emerged.

Experience has shown that as software is developed, this kind of reemergence of

faults is quite common. Sometimes it occurs because a fix gets lost through poor

revision control practices (or simple human error in revision control), but often a fix

for a problem will be "fragile" in that it fixes the problem in the narrow case where it

was first observed but not in more general cases which may arise over the lifetime of

the software. Finally, it has often been the case that when some feature is redesigned,

the same mistakes will be made in the redesign that were made in the original

implementation of the feature.

Therefore, in most software development situations it is considered good practice that

when a bug is located and fixed, a test that exposes the bug is recorded and regularly

retested after subsequent changes to the program. Although this may be done through

manual testing procedures using programming techniques, it is often done using
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automated testing tools. Such a test suite contains software tools that allow the testing

environment to execute all the regression test cases automatically; some projects even

set up automated systems to automatically re-run all regression tests at specified

intervals and report any failures (which could imply a regression or an out-of-date

test). Common strategies are to run such a system after every successful compile (for

small projects), every night, or once a week. Those strategies can be automated by an

external tool, such as BuildBot.

Regression testing is an integral part of the extreme programming software

development method. In this method, design documents are replaced by extensive,

repeatable, and automated testing of the entire software package at every stage in the

software development cycle.

Effective regression tests generate sufficient code execution coverage to exercise all

meaningful code branches. Therefore, software testing is a combinatorial problem.

However, in practice many combinations are unreachable so the problem size is

greatly reduced. Every boolean decision statement requires at least two tests: one with

an outcome of "true" and one with an outcome of "false". As a result, for every line of

code written, programmers often need 3 to 5 lines of test code.

Traditionally, in the corporate world, regression testing has been performed by a

software quality assurance team after the development team has completed work.

However, defects found at this stage are the most costly to fix. This problem is being

addressed by the rise of developer testing. Although developers have always written

test cases as part of the development cycle, these test cases have generally been either

functional tests or unit tests that verify only intended outcomes. Developer testing

compels a developer to focus on unit testing and to include both positive and negative

test cases
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3.6 Non Functional Software Testing

Special methods exist to test non-functional aspects of software.

o Performance testing checks to see if the software can handle large quantities of

data or users. This is generally referred to as software scalability. This activity

of Non Functional Software Testing is often times referred to as Load Testing.

o Usability testing is needed to check if the user interface is easy to use and

understand.

o Security testing is essential for software which processes confidential data and

to prevent system intrusion by hackers.

o Internationalization and localization is needed to test these aspects of software,

for which a pseudolocalization method can be used.

In contrast to functional testing, which establishes the correct operation of the

software (correct in that it matches the expected behavior defined in the design

requirements), non-functional testing verifies that the software functions properly

even when it receives invalid or unexpected inputs. Software fault injection, in the

form of fuzzing is an example of non-functional testing. Non-functional testing,

especially for software, is designed to establish whether the device under test can

tolerate invalid or unexpected inputs, thereby establishing the robustness of input

validation routines as well as error-handling routines. Various commercial non-

functional testing tools are linked from the Software fault injection page; there are

also numerous open-source and free software tools available that perform non-

functional testing.

4. Testing process

A common practice of software testing is performed by an independent group of testers after

the functionality is developed before it is shipped to the customer. This practice often results

in the testing phase being used as project buffer to compensate for project delays, thereby

compromising the time devoted to testing. Another practice is to start software testing at the

same moment the project starts and it is a continuous process until the project finishes.
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In counterpoint, some emerging software disciplines such as extreme programming and the

agile software development movement, adhere to a "test-driven software development"

model. In this process unit tests are written first, by the software engineers (often with pair

programming in the extreme programming methodology). Of course these tests fail initially;

as they are expected to. Then as code is written it passes incrementally larger portions of the

test suites. The test suites are continuously updated as new failure conditions and corner cases

are discovered, and they are integrated with any regression tests that are developed. Unit tests

are maintained along with the rest of the software source code and generally integrated into

the build process (with inherently interactive tests being relegated to a partially manual build

acceptance process). Testing can be done on the following levels:

 Unit testing tests the minimal software component, or module. Each unit (basic component)

of the software is tested to verify that the detailed design for the unit has been correctly

implemented. In an object-oriented environment, this is usually at the class level, and the

minimal unit tests include the constructors and destructors.

 Integration testing exposes defects in the interfaces and interaction between integrated

components (modules). Progressively larger groups of tested software components

corresponding to elements of the architectural design are integrated and tested until the

software works as a system.

 System testing tests a completely integrated system to verify that it meets its requirements.

 System integration testing verifies that a system is integrated to any external or third party

systems defined in the system requirements.

Before shipping the final version of software, alpha and beta testing are often done

additionally:

 Alpha testing is simulated or actual operational testing by potential users/customers or an

independent test team at the developers' site. Alpha testing is often employed for off-the-shelf

software as a form of internal acceptance testing, before the software goes to beta testing.

 Beta testing comes after alpha testing. Versions of the software, known as beta versions, are

released to a limited audience outside of the programming team. The software is released to

groups of people so that further testing can ensure the product has few faults or bugs.

Sometimes, beta versions are made available to the open public to increase the feedback field

to a maximal number of future users.
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Finally, acceptance testing can be conducted by the end-user, customer, or client to validate

whether or not to accept the product. Acceptance testing may be performed as part of the

hand-off process between any two phases of development.

After modifying software, either for a change in functionality or to fix defects, a regression

test re-runs previously passing tests on the modified software to ensure that the modifications

haven't unintentionally caused a regression of previous functionality. Regression testing can

be performed atany or all of the above test levels. These regression tests are often automated.

More specific forms of regression testing are known as sanity testing, when quickly checking

for bizarre behavior, and smoke testing when testing for basic functionality. Benchmarks may

be employed during regression testing to ensure that the performance of the newly modified

software will be at least as acceptable as the earlier version or, in the case of code

optimization, that some real improvement has been achieved.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Project Management

Design Patterns

Topic : Project Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Software development process

 Software development activities

 Formal methods

 Project planning, monitoring and control

 Problems in software projects
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Definition/Overview:

Definition: Software project management is a sub-discipline of project management in which

software projects are planned, monitored and controlled. A software development process is a

structure imposed on the development of a software product. Synonyms include software life

cycle and software process. There are several models for such processes, each describing

approaches to a variety of tasks or activities that take place during the process.

Key Points:

1. Software development process

A software development process is concerned primarily with the production aspect of

software development, as opposed to the technical aspect. These processes exist primarily for

supporting the management of software development, and are generally skewed toward

addressing business concerns.

Requirements analysis is a term used to describe all the tasks that go into the instigation,

scoping and definition of a new or altered computer system. Requirements analysis is an

important part of the software engineering process; whereby business analysts or software

developers identify the needs or requirements of a client; having identified these requirements

they are then in a position to design a solution.

Risk management is the process of measuring or assessing risk and then developing strategies

to manage the risk. In general, the strategies employed include transferring the risk to another

party, avoiding the risk, reducing the negative effect of the risk, and accepting some or all of

the consequences of a particular risk. Traditional risk management, which is discussed here,

focuses on risks stemming from physical or legal causes (e.g. natural disasters or fires,

accidents, death, and lawsuits).

A largely growing body of software development organizations implement process

methodologies. Many of them are in the defense industry, which in the U.S.requires a rating

based on 'process models' to obtain contracts. The international standard for describing the

method of selecting, implementing and monitoring the life cycle for software is ISO 12207.
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A decades-long goal has been to find repeatable, predictable processes that improve

productivity and quality. Some try to systematize or formalize the seemingly unruly task of

writing software. Others apply project management techniques to writing software. Without

project management, software projects can easily be delivered late or over budget. With large

numbers of software projects not meeting their expectations in terms of functionality, cost, or

delivery schedule, effective project management appears to be lacking.

Organizations may create a Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG), which is the focal

point for process improvement. Composed of line practitioners who have varied skills, the

group is at the center of the collaborative effort of everyone in the organization who is

involved with software engineering process improvement.

2. Software development activities

A project is a finite endeavor (having specific start and completion dates) that requires the

organization and coordination of a group of two or more people, to create a unique product or

service which brings about beneficial change or added value. This finite characteristic of

projects stands in sharp contrast to processes, or operations, which are permanent or semi-

permanent functional work to repetitively produce the same product or service. In practice,

the management of these two systems is often found to be quite different, and as such

requires the development of distinct technical skills and the adoption of separate

management.

The primary challenge of project management is to achieve all of the project goals and

objectives while honoring the project constraints. Typical constraints are scope, time and

budget. The secondaryand more ambitiouschallenge is to optimize the allocation and

integration of inputs necessary to meet pre-defined objectives.

2.1 Requirements analysis

The most important task in creating a software product is extracting the requirements

or requirements analysis. Customers typically have an abstract idea of what they want

as an end result, but not what software should do. Incomplete, ambiguous, or even

contradictory requirements are recognized by skilled and experienced software
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engineers at this point. Frequently demonstrating live code may help reduce the risk

that the requirements are incorrect.

Once the general requirements are gleaned from the client, an analysis of the scope of

the development should be determined and clearly stated. This is often called a scope

document. Certain functionality may be out of scope of the project as a function of

cost or as a result of unclear requirements at the start of development. If the

development is done externally, this document can be considered a legal document so

that if there are ever disputes, any ambiguity of what was promised to the client can

be clarified.

Domain Analysis is often the first step in attempting to design a new piece of

software, whether it be an addition to an existing software, a new application, a new

subsystem or a whole new system. Assuming that the developers (including the

analysts) are not sufficiently knowledgeable in the subject area of the new software,

the first task is to investigate the so-called "domain" of the software. The more

knowledgeable they are about the domain already, the less work required. Another

objective of this work is to make the analysts, who will later try to elicit and gather

the requirements from the area experts, speak with them in the domain's own

terminology, facilitating a better understanding of what is being said by these experts.

If the analyst does not use the proper terminology it is likely that they will not be

taken seriously, thus this phase is an important prelude to extracting and gathering the

requirements.

2.2 Specification

Specification is the task of precisely describing the software to be written, possibly in

a rigorous way. In practice, most successful specifications are written to understand

and fine-tune applications that were already well-developed, although safety-critical

software systems are often carefully specified prior to application development.

Specifications are most important for external interfaces that must remain stable. A

good way to determine whether the specifications are sufficiently precise is to have a
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third party review the documents making sure that the requirements and Use Cases

are logically sound.

2.3 Architecture

The architecture of a software system or software architecture refers to an abstract

representation of that system. Architecture is concerned with making sure the

software system will meet the requirements of the product, as well as ensuring that

future requirements can be addressed. The architecture step also addresses interfaces

between the software system and other software products, as well as the underlying

hardware or the host operating system.

2.4 Design, implementation and testing

Implementation is the part of the process where software engineers actually program

the code for the project. Software testing is an integral and important part of the

software development process. This part of the process ensures that bugs are

recognized as early as possible.

Documenting the internal design of software for the purpose of future maintenance

and enhancement is done throughout development. This may also include the

authoring of an API, be it external or internal.

2.5 Deployment and maintenance

Deployment starts after the code is appropriately tested, is approved for release and

sold or otherwise distributed into a production environment.

Software Training and Support is important because a large percentage of software

projects fail because the developers fail to realize that it doesn't matter how much

time and planning a development team puts into creating software if nobody in an

organization ends up using it. People are often resistant to change and avoid venturing

into an unfamiliar area, so as a part of the deployment phase, it is very important to

have training classes for new clients of your software.
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Maintenance and enhancing software to cope with newly discovered problems or new

requirements can take far more time than the initial development of the software. It

may be necessary to add code that does not fit the original design to correct an

unforeseen problem or it may be that a customer is requesting more functionality and

code can be added to accommodate their requests. It is during this phase that customer

calls come in and you see whether your testing was extensive enough to uncover the

problems before customers do.

3. Formal methods

Formal methods are mathematical approaches to solving software (and hardware) problems at

the requirements, specification and design levels. Examples of formal methods include the B-

Method, Petri nets, RAISE and VDM. Various formal specification notations are available,

such as the Z notation. More generally, automata theory can be used to build up and validate

application behavior by designing a system of finite state machines.

Finite state machine (FSM) based methodologies allow executable software specification and

by-passing of conventional coding (see virtual finite state machine or event driven finite state

machine).

Formal methods are most likely to be applied in avionics software, particularly where the

software is safety critical. Software safety assurance standards, such as DO178B demand

formal methods at the highest level of categorization (Level A).

Formalization of software development is creeping in, in other places, with the application of

Object Constraint Language (and specializations such as Java Modeling Language) and

especially with Model-driven architecture allowing execution of designs, if not specifications.

Another emerging trend in software development is to write a specification in some form of

logic (usually a variation of FOL), and then to directly execute the logic as though it were a

program. The OWL language, based on Description Logic, is an example. There is also work

on mapping some version of English (or another natural language) automatically to and from

logic, and executing the logic directly. Examples are Attempto Controlled English, and

Internet Business Logic, which does not seek to control the vocabulary or syntax. A feature
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of systems that support bidirectional English-logic mapping and direct execution of the logic

is that they can be made to explain their results, in English, at the business or scientific level.

The Government Accountability Office, in a 2003 report on one of the Federal Aviation

Administrations air traffic control modernization programs, recommends following the

agencys guidance for managing major acquisition systems by

 establishing, maintaining, and controlling an accurate, valid, and current performance

measurement baseline, which would include negotiating all authorized, unpriced work within

3 months;

 conducting an integrated baseline review of any major contract modifications within 6

months; and

 preparing a rigorous life-cycle cost estimate, including a risk assessment, in accordance with

the Acquisition System Toolsets guidance and identifying the level of uncertainty inherent in

the estimate.

4. Project planning, monitoring and control

The purpose of project planning is to identify the scope of the project, estimate the work

involved, and create a project schedule. Project planning begins with requirements that define

the software to be developed. The project plan is then developed to describe the tasks that

will lead to completion. The purpose of project monitoring and control is to keep the team

and management up to date on the project's progress. If the project deviates from the plan,

then the project manager can take action to correct the problem. Project monitoring and

control involves status meetings to gather status from the team. When changes need to be

made, change control is used to keep the products up to date.

5. Problems in software projects

The problems in software projects come from three different viewpoints: project managers,

developers and customers.

 The problems project managers face include: poor roles definition, lack of estimating and

planning skills, lack of decision making skills. Project managers do need to face the schedule,

budget and quality constraints.
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 The problems developers face include: lack of knowledge in the application area, lack of

knowledge about developing standards, lack of up to date documentations, deadline pressure,

changes of application requirements.

 The problems customers face include: monetary constraints, receiving products past the due

date.

Topic : Design Patterns

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Exploring Design Patterns

 Classification of design patterns

 Architectural pattern

 Anti-pattern

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In software engineering, a design pattern is a general reusable solution to a

commonly occurring problem in software design. A design pattern is not a finished design

that can be transformed directly into code. It is a description or template for how to solve a

problem that can be used in many different situations. Object-oriented design patterns

typically show relationships and interactions between classes or objects, without specifying

the final application classes or objects that are involved. Algorithms are not thought of as

design patterns, since they solve computational problems rather than design problems. Not all

software patterns are design patterns. Design patterns deal specifically with problems at the

level of software design. Other kinds of patterns, such as architectural patterns, describe

problems and solutions that have alternative scopes.
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Key Points:

1. Introduction

A design pattern in architecture and computer science is a formal way of documenting a

solution to a design problem in a particular field of expertise. The idea was introduced by the

architect Christopher Alexander in the field of architecture, and has been adapted for various

other disciplines, including computer science. An organized collection of design patterns that

relate to a particular field is called a pattern language.

A pattern must explain why a particular situation causes problems, and why the proposed

solution is considered a good one. Christopher Alexander describes common design problems

as arising from "conflicting forces" -- such as the conflict between wanting a room to be

sunny and wanting it not to overheat on summer afternoons. A pattern would not tell the

designer how many windows to put in the room; instead, it would propose a set of values to

guide the designer toward a decision that is best for their particular application. Alexander,

for example, suggests that enough windows should be included to direct light all around the

room. He considers this a good solution because he believes it increases the enjoyment of the

room by its occupants. Other authors might come to different conclusions, if they place

higher value on heating costs, or material costs. These values, used by the pattern's author to

determine which solution is "best", must also be documented within the pattern.

A pattern must also explain when it is applicable. Since two houses may be very different

from one another, a design pattern for houses must be broad enough to apply to both of them,

but not so vague that it doesn't help the designer make decisions. The range of situations in

which a pattern can be used is called its context. Some examples might be "all houses", "all

two-story houses", or "all places where people spend time." The context must be documented

within the pattern.

2. Exploring Design Patterns

Design patterns can speed up the development process by providing tested, proven

development paradigms. Effective software design requires considering issues that may not

become visible until later in the implementation. Reusing design patterns helps to prevent
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subtle issues that can cause major problems, and it also improves code readability for coders

and architects who are familiar with the patterns.

In order to achieve flexibility, design patterns usually introduce additional levels of

indirection, which in some cases may complicate the resulting designs and hurt application

performance.

By definition, a pattern must be programmed anew into each application that uses it. Since

some authors see this as a step backward from software reuse as provided by components,

researchers have worked to turn patterns into components. Meyer and Arnout claim a two-

thirds success rate in componentizing the best-known patterns.

Often, people only understand how to apply certain software design techniques to certain

problems. These techniques are difficult to apply to a broader range of problems. Design

patterns provide general solutions, documented in a format that doesn't require specifics tied

to a particular problem.

Design patterns are composed of several sections (see Documentation below). Of particular

interest are the Structure, Participants, and Collaboration sections. These sections describe a

design motif: a prototypical micro-architecture that developers copy and adapt to their

particular designs to solve the recurrent problem described by the design pattern. A micro-

architecture is a set of program constituents (e.g., classes, methods...) and their relationships.

Developers use the design pattern by introducing in their designs this prototypical micro-

architecture, which means that micro-architectures in their designs will have structure and

organization similar to the chosen design motif.

In addition, patterns allow developers to communicate using well-known, well understood

names for software interactions. Common design patterns can be improved over time, making

them more robust than ad-hoc designs.

Efforts have also been made to codify design patterns in particular domains, including use of

existing design patterns as well as domain specific design patterns. Examples include User

Interface design patterns, Information Visualization , Secure Usability and web design.
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3. Classification of design patterns

Design patterns were originally grouped into the categories Creational patterns, Structural

patterns, and Behavioral patterns, and described them using the concepts of delegation,

aggregation, and consultation. For further background on object-oriented design, see coupling

and cohesion. For further background on object-oriented programming, see inheritance,

interface, and polymorphism. Another classification has also introduced the notion of

architectural design pattern which may be applied at the architecture level of the software

such as the Model-View-Controller pattern.

4. Architectural pattern

Architectural patterns are software patterns that offer well-established solutions to

architectural problems in software engineering. It gives description of the elements and

relation type together with a set of constraints on how they may be used. An architectural

pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization schema for a software system, which

consists of subsystems, their responsibilities and interrelations. In comparison to design

patterns, architectural patterns are larger in scale.

Even though an architectural pattern conveys an image of a system, it is not an architecture as

such. An architectural pattern is rather a concept that captures essential elements of a

software architecture. Countless different architectures may implement the same pattern and

thereby share the same characteristics. Furthermore, patterns are often defined as something

"strictly described and commonly available". For example, layered architecture is a call-and-

return style, when it defines an overall style to interact. When it is strictly described and

commonly available, it is a pattern.

One of the most important aspects of architectural patterns is that they embody different

quality attributes. For example, some patterns represent solutions to performance problems

and others can be used successfully in high-availability systems. In the early design phase, a

software architect makes a choice of which architectural pattern(s) best provide the system's

desired qualities. Examples of architectural patterns include the following:

 Layers

 Presentation-abstraction-control
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 Three-tier

 Pipeline

 Implicit invocation

 Blackboard system

 Peer-to-peer

 Service-oriented architecture

 Naked objects

 Model-View-Controller

5. Anti-pattern

In software engineering, an anti-pattern (or antipattern) is a design pattern that appears

obvious but is ineffective or far from optimal in practice. The term was coined in 1995 by

Andrew Koenig, inspired by Gang of Four's book Design Patterns, which developed the

concept of design patterns in the software field. The term was widely popularized three years

later by the book AntiPatterns, which extended the use of the term beyond the field of

software design and into general social interaction. According to the authors of the latter,

there must be at least two key elements present to formally distinguish an actual anti-pattern

from a simple bad habit, bad practice, or bad idea:

 Some repeated pattern of action, process or structure that initially appears to be beneficial,

but ultimately produces more bad consequences than beneficial results, and

 A refactored solution that is clearly documented, proven in actual practice and repeatable.

Often pejoratively named with clever oxymoronic neologisms, many anti-pattern ideas

amount to little more than mistakes, rants, unsolvable problems, or bad practices to be

avoided if possible. Sometimes called pitfalls or dark patterns, this informal use of the term

has come to refer to classes of commonly reinvented bad solutions to problems. Thus, many

candidate anti-patterns under debate would not be formally considered anti-patterns.

By formally describing repeated mistakes, one can recognize the forces that lead to their

repetition and learn how others have refactored themselves out of these broken patterns.
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Software Development Horror Stories

Completing And Presenting The Class Project

Topic : Software Development Horror Stories

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Software Development

 Therac-25

 CONFIRM

 Telephones and Communications

Definition/Overview:

Overview: While the term software engineering was coined at a conference in 1968, the

problems that it tried to address started much earlier. The history of software engineering is

inextricably intertwined with the dueling histories of computer hardware and computer

software. When the modern digital computer first appeared in 1941, the instructions to make

it operate were wired into the machine. Practitioners quickly realized that this design was not

flexible and came up with the "stored program architecture" or von Neumann architecture.

Thus the first division between "hardware" and "software" began with abstraction being used

to deal with the complexity of computing. Programming languages started to appear in the

1950s and this was also another major step in abstraction. Major languages such as Fortran,

Algol, and Cobol were released in the late 1950s to deal with scientific, algorithmic, and

business problems respectively. E. W. Dijsktra wrote his seminal paper, "Go To Statement

Considered Harmful", in 1968 and David Parnas introduced the key concept of modularity

and information hiding in 1972 to help programmers deal with the ever increasing complexity

of software systems. A software system for managing the hardware called an operating

system was also introduced, most notably by Unix in 1969. In 1967, the Simula language

introduced the object-oriented programming paradigm.
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Key Points:

1. Software Development

Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to

the development, operation, and maintenance of software, and the study of these approaches.

That is the application of engineering to software.

The term software engineering first appeared in the 1968 NATO Software Engineering

Conference and was meant to provoke thought regarding the current "software crisis" at the

time. Since then, it has continued as a profession and field of study dedicated to creating

software that is of higher quality, cheaper, maintainable, and quicker to build. Since the field

is still relatively young compared to its sister fields of engineering, there is still much work

and debate around what software engineering actually is, and if it deserves the title

engineering. It has grown organically out of the limitations of viewing software as just

programming. Software development is a term sometimes preferred by practitioners in the

industry who view software engineering as too heavy-handed and constrictive to the

malleable process of creating software.

Yet, in spite of its youth as a profession, the field's future looks bright as Money Magazine

and Salary.com rated software engineering as the best job in America in 2006.

These advances in software were met with more advances in computer hardware. In the mid

1970s, the microcomputer was introduced, making it economical for hobbyists to obtain a

computer and write software for it. This in turn lead to the now famous Personal Computer or

PC and Microsoft Windows. The Software Development Life Cycle or SDLC was also

starting to appear as a consensus for centralized construction of software in the mid 1980s.

The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the introduction of several new Simula-inspired object-

oriented programming languages, including C++, Smalltalk, and Objective C.

Open-source software started to appear in the early 90s in the form of Linux and other

software introducing the "bazaar" or decentralized style of constructing software . Then the

Internet and World Wide Web hit in the mid 90s changing the engineering of software once

again. Distributed Systems gained sway as a way to design systems and the Java

programming language was introduced as another step in abstraction having its own virtual
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machine. Programmers collaborated and wrote the Agile Manifesto that favored more light

weight processes to create cheaper and more timely software.

The current definition of software engineering is still being debated by practitioners today as

they struggle to come up with ways to produce software that is "cheaper, bigger, quicker".

2. Therac-25

The Therac-25 was a radiation therapy machine produced by Atomic Energy of Canada

Limited (AECL) and CGR of France after the Therac-6 and Therac-20 units. It was involved

with at least six accidents between 1985 and 1987, in which patients were given massive

overdoses of radiation, approximately 100 times the intended dose. Three of the six patients

died as a direct consequence. These accidents highlighted the dangers of software control of

safety-critical systems, and they have become a standard case study in health informatics.

The machine offered two modes of radiation therapy:

 Direct electron-beam therapy, which delivered low doses of high-energy (5 MeV to 25 MeV)

electrons over short periods of time;

 Megavolt X-ray therapy, which delivered X-rays produced by colliding high-energy (25

MeV) electrons into a "target".

When operating in direct electron-beam therapy mode, a low-powered electron beam was

emitted directly from the machine, then spread to safe concentration using scanning magnets.

When operating in megavolt X-ray mode, the machine was designed to rotate four

components into the path of the electron beam: a target, which converted the electron beam

into X-rays; a flattening filter, which spread the beam out over a larger area; a set of movable

blocks (also called a collimator), which shaped the X-ray beam; and an X-ray ion chamber,

which measured the strength of the beam.

The accidents occurred when the high-power electron beam was activated instead of the

intended low power beam, and without the beam spreader plate rotated into place. The

machine's software did not detect that this had occurred, and therefore did not prevent the

patient from receiving a potentially lethal dose of radiation. The high-powered electron beam

struck the patients with approximately 100 times the intended dose of radiation, causing a

feeling described by patient Ray Cox as "an intense electric shock". It caused him to scream
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and run out of the treatment room. Several days later, radiation burns appeared and the

patients showed the symptoms of radiation poisoning. In three cases, the injured patients died

later from radiation poisoning. The software flaw is recognized as a race condition.

Researchers who investigated the accidents found several contributing causes. These included

the following institutional causes:

 AECL did not have the software code independently reviewed.

 AECL did not consider the design of the software during its assessment of how the machine

might produce the desired results and what failure modes existed. These form parts of the

general techniques known as reliability modeling and risk management.

 The system noticed that something was wrong and halted the X-ray beam, but merely

displayed the word "MALFUNCTION" followed by a number from 1 to 64. The user manual

did not explain or even address the error codes, so the operator pressed the P key to override

the warning and proceed anyway.

 AECL personnel, as well as machine operators, initially did not believe complaints. This was

likely due to overconfidence.

 AECL had never tested the Therac-25 with the combination of software and hardware until it

was assembled at the hospital.

The researchers also found several engineering issues:

 The failure only occurred when a particular nonstandard sequence of keystrokes was entered

on the VT-100 terminal which controlled the PDP-11 computer: an "X" to (erroneously)

select 25MV photon mode followed by "cursor up", "E" to (correctly) select 25 MeV

Electron mode, then "Enter". This sequence of keystrokes was improbable, and so the

problem did not occur very often and went unnoticed for a long time.

 The design did not have any hardware interlocks to prevent the electron-beam from operating

in its high-energy mode without the target in place.

 The engineer had reused software from older models. These models had hardware interlocks

that masked their software defects. Those hardware safeties had no way of reporting that they

had been triggered, so there was no indication of the existence of faulty software commands.

 The hardware provided no way for the software to verify that sensors were working correctly

(see open-loop controller). The table-position system was the first implicated in Therac-25's

failures; the manufacturer revised it with redundant switches to cross-check their operation.
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 The equipment control task did not properly synchronize with the operator interface task, so

that race conditions occurred if the operator changed the setup too quickly. This was missed

during testing, since it took some practice before operators were able to work quickly enough

for the problem to occur.

 The software set a flag variable by incrementing it. Occasionally an arithmetic overflow

occurred, causing the software to bypass safety checks.

3. CONFIRM

CONFIRM was a very ambitious IT project supposed to create a single computer reservations

system/global distribution system used by airline, rental car, and hotel companies.

The system was pursued to develop in order to create synergies between AMR, Marriott,

Hilton Hotels Corporation and Budget Rent-A-Car and fully integrate and unify the

reservation systems of the companies involved.

In 1988 the four large corporations made contracts to complete the system by June 1992

project at a cost of $ 55 million. Unfortunately, the project turned out to be much more

complex to finish than the partners had anticipated. They all had high hopes based that AMR

would expand on the extremely successful SABRE computer reservation system that had

helped American Airlines create a sustainable competitive advantage after the deregulation of

the airline industry. In April 1992, just three months before the system was intended to go

live, Confirm failed tests at Los Angeles-based Hilton. AMR also told its partners that it

needed another 15 to 18 months to complete the system. The project never completed and in

the process more than 500 technical personnel worked on the project and when the partners

disbanded the project in July 1992 they had spent three and one-half years and $ 125 million

on the project.

The technical complexity of this project was extremely big. CONFIRM runs on two IBM

3090 mainframes. One houses the central reservations system, which runs under Transaction

Processing Facility. The other mainframe houses a DB2 relational database in an MVA (an

IBM mainframe operating system) environment. The database contains decision-support

information such as customer histories and pricing data. The system required application-to-

application bridging between the two mainframes (CPUs/IBM 3090) for some 60

applications. The main problem was to tie CONFIRMs transaction-processing facility-based
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central reservation system with its decision-support system. Hilton users found that the

systems user interface, mainframe transaction processing , and mainframe database did not

adequately communicate with one another. Other problems included different programming

language and difficulties with recovering databases in event of crashes. These problems were

not insurmountable, but they would delay the project with about two extra years.

In September 1992 AMR sued Marriott, Hilton and Budget, alleging they caused

CONFIRM's failure by withholding funds, making poor staffing assignment and withdrawing

prematurely. The three partners countersued. In January 1994 AMR reached out-of court

settlements with all of its partners for undisclosed amounts.

4. Telephones and Communications

GSM (Global System for Mobilecommunications: originally from Groupe Spcial Mobile) is

the most popular standard for mobile phones in the world. Its promoter, the GSM

Association, estimates that 80% of the global mobile market uses the standard. GSM is used

by over 3 billion people across more than 212 countries and territories. Its ubiquity makes

international roaming very common between mobile phone operators, enabling subscribers to

use their phones in many parts of the world. GSM differs from its predecessors in that both

signaling and speech channels are digital, and thus is considered a second generation (2G)

mobile phone system. This has also meant that data communication was easy to build into the

system.

The ubiquity of the GSM standard has been an advantage to both consumers (who benefit

from the ability to roam and switch carriers without switching phones) and also to network

operators (who can choose equipment from any of the many vendors implementing GSM).

GSM also pioneered a low-cost (to the network carrier) alternative to voice calls, the Short

message service (SMS, also called "text messaging"), which is now supported on other

mobile standards as well. Another advantage is that the standard includes one worldwide

Emergency telephone number, 112. This makes it easier for international travellers to connect

to emergency services without knowing the local emergency number.
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Newer versions of the standard were backward-compatible with the original GSM phones.

For example, Release '97 of the standard added packet data capabilities, by means of General

Packet Radio Service (GPRS). Release '99 introduced higher speed data transmission using

Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE).

In 1982, the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations

(CEPT) created the Groupe Spcial Mobile (GSM) to develop a standard for a mobile

telephone system that could be used across Europe. In 1987, a memorandum of

understanding was signed by 13 countries to develop a common cellular telephone system

across Europe. Finally the system created by SINTEF lead by Torleiv Maseng was selected .

In 1989, GSM responsibility was transferred to the European Telecommunications Standards

Institute (ETSI) and phase I of the GSM specifications were published in 1990. The first

GSM network was launched in 1991 by Radiolinja in Finlandwith joint technical

infrastructure maintenance from Ericsson. By the end of 1993, over a million subscribers

were using GSM phone networks being operated by 70 carriers across 48 countries.

GSM was designed with a moderate level of security. The system was designed to

authenticate the subscriber using a pre-shared key and challenge-response. Communications

between the subscriber and the base station can be encrypted. The development of UMTS

introduces an optional USIM, that uses a longer authentication key to give greater security, as

well as mutually authenticating the network and the user - whereas GSM only authenticates

the user to the network (and not vice versa). The security model therefore offers

confidentiality and authentication, but limited authorization capabilities, and no non-

repudiation. GSM uses several cryptographic algorithms for security. The A5/1 and A5/2

stream ciphers are used for ensuring over-the-air voice privacy. A5/1 was developed first and

is a stronger algorithm used within Europe and theUnited States; A5/2 is weaker and used in

other countries. Serious weaknesses have been found in both algorithms: it is possible to

break A5/2 in real-time with a ciphertext-only attack, and in February 2008, Pico Computing,

Inc revealed its ability and plans to commercialize FPGAs that allow A5/1 to be broken with

a rainbow table attack . The system supports multiple algorithms so operators may replace

that cipher with a stronger one.
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Topic : Completing And Presenting The Class Project

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Succeeding with the Class Project

 Reflecting on the Project

 Presenting the Project

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The word project comes from the Latin word projectum from the Latin verb

proicere, "to throw something forwards" which in turn comes from pro-, which denotes

something that precedes the action of the next part of the word in time (paralleling the Greek

πρό) and iacere, "to throw". The word "project" thus actually originally meant "something

that comes before anything else happens". When the English language initially adopted the

word, it referred to a plan of something, not to the act of actually carrying this plan out.

Something performed in accordance with a project became known as an "object". This use of

"project" changed in the 1950s with the introduction of several techniques for project

management. Use of the word "project" evolved slightly to cover both projects and objects.

However, certain projects continue to include so-called objects object leaders.

Contemporary[update] Western business characterized by a modern matrix organization and

a cooperative culture currently[update] particularly favors project-based approaches.

Authoritarian, bureaucratic organizations with rigid, hierarchical structures show less

enthusiasm about project-based work, which may not operate as expected in their

environment due to conflicts between different cultures.
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Key Points:

1. Succeeding with the Class Project

In computer science the assignment statement sets or re-sets the value stored in the storage

location(s) denoted by a variable name. In most imperative computer programming languages

the assignment statement is one of the basic statements. The assignment statement often

allows that the same variable name to contain different values at different times during

program execution.

2. Reflecting on the Project

Common textual representations of the assignment include an equals sign (=) and :=. These

two forms are typical of programming languages (such as C), that classify assignment as an

infix operator.

Other possibilities include a left arrow or a keyword, though there are other, rarer, variants:

Some platforms put the expression on the left and the variable on the right:

Some expression-oriented languages, such as Lisp and Tcl, uniformly use prefix syntax for
all statements, including assignment.

Semantically, an assignment operation modifies the current state of the executing program.

Consequently, assignment is dependent on the concept of variables. In an assignment:

 The expression is evaluated in the current state of the program.

 The variable is assigned the computed value, replacing the prior value of that variable.
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3. Presenting the Project

In functional programming, assignment is discouraged in favor of single assignment, also

called name binding or initialization. Single assignment differs from assignment as described

in this article in that it can only be made once, usually when the variable is created; no

subsequent re-assignment is allowed. Once created by single assignment, named values are

not variables but immutable objects.

Single assignment is the only form of assignment available in purely functional languages,

such as Haskell, which do not have variables in the sense of imperative programming

languages. Impure functional languages provide both single assignment as well as true

assignment (though true assignment is used with less frequency than in imperative

programming languages). For example, in Scheme, both single assignment and true

assignment can be used on all variables. In OCaml, only single assignment is allowed for

variables, via the let name = value syntax; however, true assignment, by a separate <-

operator, can be used on elements of arrays and strings, as well as fields of records and

objects that have been explicitly declared mutable (meaning capable of being changed after

its initial declaration) by the programmer.

Beginning programmers sometimes confuse assignment with the relational operator for

equality, as "=" means equality in mathematics, and is used for assignment in many

languages. But assignment alters the value of a variable, while equality testing tests whether

two expressions have the same value.

In many languages, the assignment operator is a single equals sign ("=") while the

equivalence operator is a pair of equals signs ("=="); in some languages, such as BASIC, a

single equals sign is used for both, with context determining which is meant.

This can lead to errors if the programmer forgets which form (=, ==, :=) is appropriate (or

mistypes = when == was intended). This is a common programming problem with languages

such as C, where the assignment operator also returns the value assigned, and can be validly

nested inside expressions (in the same way that a function returns a value). If the intention

was to compare two values in an if statement, for instance, an assignment is quite likely to

return a value interpretable as TRUE, in which case the then clause will be executed, leading
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the program to behave unexpectedly. Some language processors can detect such situations,

and warn the programmer of the potential error.
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